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PREFACE

This is the final report of a project to reexamine the utility and
feasibility of using instruments of international economic relations to
develop leverage on Soviet policy. The research was sponsored by the
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy.

The report should be of interest to sections of the policy and intelli-
gence communities concerned with U.S. policy toward the USSR and
Eastern Europe, East-West economic policy, and U.S. relations with its
Western allies.

The author is grateful to his Rand colleagues Michael Kennedy,
John Van Oudenaren, and Charles Wolf Jr. for insightful critiques of
the draft. Their comments and suggestions were invariably thought-
provoking and in many cases led to reworking of the original. Of
course, the author alone is responsible for the final product.
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SUMMARY

This report presents a reevaluation of the use of leverage on Soviet
behavior by means of the instruments of East-West economic relations.
A conceptual framework is presented in Secs. II and III, centering on
the ideas of leverage and denial as policy tools and on the opportunities
and constraints offered by Soviet economic dependence and vulnerabil-
ity. Sections IV through VI analyze the actual use of the major export

instruments-prain, credit, and gas pipeline technology--during the
early 1980s. Section VII takes up the issue of consensus in the
Western alliance as a condition of successful East-West trade policy.

Economic measures for international suasion, to influence a state's
policy in particular directions, may be used in strategi of benefaction,
granting benefits, or deniaL Strategies of denial aim to impede welfare
improvements or economic growth of the target economy or the growth
of specific economic sectors, usually the military. The extent of denial,
severity of means of implementation, and the accompanying level of
international hostility may vary from an effort at total impedance to
one of only minimal impedance. Most contemporary discussion is con-
cerned with partial impedance, usually to constrain Soviet military
allocation. Partial impedance may be achieved in two channels: selec-
tive denial, limitations on specific Western exports thought to advance
Soviet military production; and general denial, degradation of aggregate
resource availability to the Soviet economy. A eoevage strategy may be
directed toward either impedance or promotion of growth and welfare,
as seems politically appropriate, or these purpose may be joined
seuentillt, it is specifically aimed at changing the target state's
behavior. Denial and beneaction policies may also affect the target
leadership's calculations and behavior, but the primary purpose of
denial is to impede accumulation of the wherewithal to pursue inimical
policy, and the purpose of benefaction is to affect behavior only in the
long run through the tranformation of the society.

Apart from the general problem that is posed by the Wet's highly
mpeft unesadg of the Soviet leadership's thining and the

proess of top-level policy formation, denial and leverage strategis
toward the USSR both have important difficulties. Selective con-
stmnts focus on the transfer of technology and aim at impeding the
growth of Soviet military apaility. An unreolved iWs of the deate
con es the pope limits of controls on "dud-" technology, which
af be dselged for civil use but ca abo have military applicatiow

- - . b. s to restrict the ao of stegic goods involve m o r
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denial and face the difficulty of distinguishing permissible "normal"
trade from the "strategic" trade that should be controlled. When it
aims to curtail the growth of Soviet military power as a route to ulti- I
mate behavioral change, denial suffers from the limitation that connec-
tions among constraining resource availability, inducing Soviet cut-
backs in military spending, reducing Soviet military power, and chang-
ing Soviet behavior are uncertain or involve considerable time lags. It
is not clear that denial alone, without a prospect of withdrawal of the
restriction or even of extending positive inducements, would be suffi-
cient. Leverage also has serious drawbacks-the difficulty of sizing the
appropriate "dosage" of denial (with or without the bestowal of bene-
fits) and of defining what Soviet behavior modification would be worth
the outlay of a particular "dose."

The ability to carry out strategies of denial or leverage depends in
good part on the susceptibility of the Soviet economy to such pressure.
Recent estimates indicate that Soviet participation in foreign trade is
far higher than was previously thought-the ratio of total two-way
Soviet trade to GNP was about 20 percent in 1980. However, most
Soviet trade is with other socialist countries and the third world, and
participation in trade with the West is much lower. Trade participa-
tion is not necessarily trade dependence, which might be measured by
the opportunity costs of reducing participation. The evidence is not
clear cut, but Soviet dependence seems real although not overwhelm-
ing. Finally, dependence does not necessarily constitute vulnerabily,
which concerns the structure of the external markets and the Soviet
will to resist the foreign pressure and assume the attendant costs.
Consideration of the elements making up the difference between
dependence and vulnerability suggests that the West's best chance for
suaces in a leverage stregy lies in connecting major economic bene-
fits or penalties with fairly minor political objectives. Most leverage
attempts of the past have featured the reverse linkage-weak economic
insuim nts and important political goals-e.g., a minor reduction in
pain availability for Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan. Trade
mfor lees than major political goals is difficult to organize
and wstain in a democracy. For all thes reasons, Soviet vulnerability
I. smaer than the statiics of participation and dependence imply.

Thr specific economic instruments of leverage and denial
strtsegis are exaumin the U.S. ale of pain to the USSR, the
Polish deb and the a pipeline contrversy.

7b U.S. sl o grok to Oe USSR. The 1960 embargo on rain
sales aMempad to penal.. the USSR for its invasion of Afghanistan
and to deter turthesM modv action. The embarg was largely cir-

ind with the aid of Argeta, Australia, Canada, and the ....
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Euopean Community. It has been claimed that U.S. farm income and
employment generally were reduced as a result, although the claims
seem exaggerated. Accordingly, the embargo was viewed as a failure.
Continuation of grain sales to the USSR was also justified on the
grounds that such sales "sop up" Soviet hard currency earnings, which
would otherwise be used to purchase Western technology.

An opposing view argues that Soviet grain imports, contrasted with
oil and gas exports, are a rational expression of comparative cost
advantages and disadvantages. The Soviets clearly benefit by import-
ing grain from the West, although the size of the gain is limited by
Soviet reluctance on political grounds to allow full dependence. The
relative resource drain involved in the continuing high level of invest-
ment in food production amounts to a partial vindication of the 1980
U.S. embargo, although in terms different from those envisioned at the
time. Political arguments can be mustered with equal plausibility for
unrestricted sales or in favor of long term embargoes. Neither policy
course promises a clearly favorable political outcome for the United
States. The issue is moot at the present time. Administrative-
legislative action has stripped grain sales of their leverage potential.
Legislation passed in 1981-1982 would make an embargo expensive in
compensation to farmers and directly prohibits restraints on exports
that are scheduled for delivery within nine months. A long term grain
agreement with the Soviet Union was signed in August 1983; it assures
the sale of 9-12 million tons annually for five years. The U.S. govern-
ment also explicitly forswore the right to use those sales for foreign
policy purposes. However, because Soviet food production problems LV
are likely to endure as will the need for measures short of war to deal
with aggressive Soviet behavior, the foreign policy potential of grain
sales will probably be reconsidered from time to time.

The Polish debt. Along with the Urengoi-Western Europe gas pipe-
line, this was the most hotly debated issue in East-West economic rela-
tions in 1981-1982. The central question was the wisdom of deliber-
ately triggering default, for which there were two main lines of political
justification. The first stressed the need to punish Warsaw for the
imposition of martial law, to secure the amelioration of the martial law
regime, and to deter further repression in Poland. The second and
more popular set of arguments was that default would force the USSR
to accept responsibility for discharging Poland's obligations to the
West, which would also take its toll on the Soviet military buildup; and
it would express a protest against the Soviet Union's moral responsibil-
ity for the Polish crisis. Those who opposed declaring default worried
about the stability of the international financial system and feaMd a
'credit-panic" that would do more damage to the West than to Poland

, o . . { i -
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and the USSR. The debate was confused by failure to directly address
how the default would take place and what effects it would have on the
declarer, the other Western creditors, and Eastern Europe and the
USSR. These questions were also difficult to answer because of the
large uncertainties involved.

Although the flow of new credit to Poland did dry up substantially,
Poland succeeded in forcing the banks to recycle much of the interest
due on the loans rescheduled in 1982 and 1983. Moreover, the Western
governments inadvertently eased Warsaw's balance of payments prob-
lem not only by refusing to reschedule the official Polish debt due but
also by failing to trigger default. The credit crunch was marginal for
the USSR, and the Kremlin cut its direct foreign aid to Poland. It
seemed highly unlikely that a declaration of default would induce the
Politburo to (a) bail out Poland, whose standard of living was regarded
by ordinary Russians as purchased at Soviet expense, (b) save capital-
ist bankers from the consequences of their own folly, and (c) send a
signal of readiness to support other East European economies that
might experience financial difficulty (which the USSR could not possi-
bly do). It was much more likely that Moscow would exploit a default
declaration to force Poland to bear its own recovery costs.

The Western governments spoke of the Polish debt as providing lev-
erage for the West, but none of them pursued a deliberate and sys-
tematic policy of either leverage or denial. Hence, the denial of credit
to Poland and the Communist bloc was only partial, and the leverage
potential of Polish need for credit was weakly exploited. It is plausible
that Poland was too important to the Kremlin for a leverage policy to
succeed in restoring the status quo ante December 1981. That, how-
ever, was not the only possible goal of a leverage strategy, which could
have aimed at amelioration of the martial law regime. If leverage is
created by asymmetrical dependence, there could not be many situa-
tions with as great potential for leverage as the Polish debt crisis. The
West could not even test that potential, because it could not agree on
either the desirability of the objective or the strategy for pursuing the
goal.

The Sm pipeline controversy. There were three elements in the
American opposition to the gas pipeline deal: negation of potential
Soviet leverage (European dependence on the USSR for gas), general-
iod resource denial (with regard to Soviet hard currency earnings from
gas sales to Europe in the mid and late 1980s), and sanctions for nega-
tive I*. erage (prohibition of sales of gas equipment in connection with
martial law in Poland). Europeans were skeptical about the third com-
ponent because it was not introduced until 1982, penalized them more
than the adversary, and was not powerful enough to induce Jaruzelski

Ix
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and Brezhnev to loosen their hold on so important a prize to the Com-
munist world. American opposition suffered from the additional handi-
caps of late development of alternative energy plans, failure to offer
alternative markets for the sales of pipe and equipment, and European
indignation over the U.S. extension of extraterritorial controls on sales
of compressors and associated equipment.

An important characteristic of the Poland-related effort at leverage
was the unimportant role of positive inducements, contrasted with the
reliance on cost-imposing sanctions. Nor was leverage an issue in the
pipeline debate before martial law in Poland. The largest project in
the history of East-West economic relations was brought into being
without an attempt by the West Europeans to act in concert, even for
the minimum objective of improving the terms of the agreement, let
alone for the purpose -tf exerting political leverage. The wasting of
that opportunity must suggest that leverage, as distinct from benefac-
tion, is a dead issue in Europe; the scope for U.S. action is correspond-
ingly and sharply reduced.

The Western alliance displayed sprawling disarray in response to the
challenges of the several international crises of 1980-1982. The roots
of the disagreement lie in the far greater importance of East-West
trade for Western Europe than for the United States, but more impor-
tant are the differences in fundamental outlook on East-West relations.
In matters of security, arms control, and economic relations, the
Reagan administration's policy has been perceived as a threat to the
renewal of detente, the Europeans' hope of being able to project some k 1M.
vision as to how the East-West conflict might be transcended.

There are fair prospects for some limited agreement on particular
issues-strengthening COCOM and the procedures for controlling
transfer to the East of sensitive technology, the need for an alliance
energy policy, and limiting the subsidy element in East-West trade.
The most useful contribution the alliance can make to dealing with its
bedrock conflict on East-West economics is to institutionalize and
make permanent the examination of the issues, which was begun in
November 1982. The harmonization of views that can be expected in
the Atlantic alliance is thus necessarily limited. It is possible to ham-
mer out a compromise on the specifics of policy without agreement on
principle; but in the absence of such an agreement, the compromise
inevitably will be a lowest common denominator.

Under these conditions of defect inherent in the pure strategies and
the disappointing experience of recent years, the only possibility for
effetive denial over the long term is selective impedance of the Soviet
military effort. There appear to be little possibility of patient,
obstinate purstut of long term leverage. Prudence and realim indicate
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that economic policy in the 1980s can play only a marginal role in the
Western strategy of East-West relations. Feasible objectives of
Western policy are limitation of Western economic dependence and
vulnerability, reduction of the West's subsidization of the Soviet
economy, and narrowing of the direct contribution to Soviet military
power. More ambitious hopes of using the West's vast economic power
to alter Soviet behavior are sadly incompatible with the realities of
Western national and alliance politics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PLAN OF THE STUDY

This report attempts a reconsideration of the possibilities of exercis-
ing leverage over the Soviet Union using the instruments of East-West
economic relations. Leverage and East-West trade have been subjects
of debate in the West almost since the end of World War II. The
literature of the debate is voluminous and still expanding,1 although
there is a clear majority view skeptical of the utility or feasibility of
leverage generally and in East-West relations especially. The purpose
of the present study is to ask whether economic leverage can yet be an
important part of U.S. policy in the light of the East-West and West-
West crises of the early 1980s. On the whole, the study arrives at a
mixed judgment on the utility of leverage; regrettably, however, it
upholds the conventional wisdom on the score of its feasibility.

The analysis is set out in three parts. The first, comprising Secs. If
and II1, presents the conceptual framework of the study, centering first
on the ideas of leverage and denial as policy tools and then on the
opportunities and constraints offered by Soviet economic dependence
and vulnerability. The second part, Secs. IV through VI, examines the
use of the major economic policy instruments-grain, credit and gas
pipeline technology-in the Afghan and Polish crises. The emphasis is
on the first two instruments, as technology controls have not been
much concerned with leverage. Section VII cunsiders the painful issue
of consensus in the Western alliance as a condition of successful East-
West trade policy.

This is a study of the use of leverage in the 1980s. It seemed useful
to preface such a discussion by some historical background. The fol-
lowing brief sketch of the evolution of American policy on East-West
trade is intended only to highlight a few themes that seem relevant to
examination of the policy problem in the 1980s.

'A conm pape to te pmnt study offhm a secinct bt pouted mview of the
MMOMlWsh hau mieaure of the dmbat. Judth C. Fernandez -Modein Eonomic
LavenAm" Te Rad CoqpatImo N-206-USDP, May 1964, See. 11L
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2

EAST-WEST TRADE IN AMERICAN POLICY2

From the inception of America's troubled relationship with the
world's first communist state, U.S. policy on trade with the land of the
Soviets has oscillated between two approaches. One, business-
pragmatic, has reflected periodic interest by American business in com-
mercial opportunities, both real and imagined. Another, political-
ideological, sought to deny advantages to a mortal adversary or to use

trade power to affect his behavior. Changes in Soviet policy and in
other exogenous factors have surely contributed to the fluctuating pat-
tern of Soviet-American trade relations, but the bifarious American
approach played the largest role in this development in the period after
World War 11.

For two decades after the final dissolution of the wartime alliance,
the cold war and the U.S. controls that were enacted because of it sti-
fled Soviet-American trade. The Soviet Union traded predominantly
with its socialist allies. But even as Soviet trade with Western Europe
and Japan opened up, the United States lagged behind. With the
exception of 1964 (the year of the first major Soviet grain import), it
was not until 1972 that the United States began to account for more
than I percent of total Soviet trade turnover. As late as 1970, U.S.
exports to the USSR made up only 4 percent of the total from the
"industrially developed capitalist countries" (IDCC), and U.S. imports
from the USSR came to only 3 percent of the IDCC's imports. In that
year, Great Britain, the Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, and
Japan each accounted for 2-1/2 to 3 percent of total Soviet trade turn-
over, the United States for only 0.7 percent.'

The 1960s were a time of reevaluation and slow reorientation of U.S.
East-West trade policy. The business community contended that it
was being unfairly deprived of trade opportunities that were being
snatched up by Europe and Japan. A growing body of opinion saw pol-
itical benefits in expanded trade. The report of President Johnson's
Special Committee on U.S. Trade Relations with East European Coun-
tries and the Soviet Union (the "Miler Report") concluded;

Over a considerable period of time, when taken with the proceas of
change already under way, the intimate engagement of trade can
influence the internal development and external policies of European
Communist societies along paths favorable to our purpose and to
world peace.... In the long run, selected trade, intelligently

'Th section draw in ars part on a unpuie account of poetwar fast-West
trd, history compiled by Dooms Phoy of Rand.

3Excpt as otherwi noted, Soviet trads da m derived from the official Soviet
yobooks, Vahniuds rgoe SSSR.
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negotiated and wisely administered, may turn out to have been one of
our most powerful tools of national policy.'

Underlying the new interest in reviving contacts with the USSR was a
sense that the fundamentals of a cold war trade policy were no longer
realistic. The "Miller Report" declared reassuringly that

gains from nonmilitary trade with the United States are unlikely to
releas additional resources for Soviet military expenditures. The
USSR accords overriding priority to military expenditures. Any
change in total resource availability in the USSR through trade
would, under present policies, affect its civilian economy, not its mili-
tary budget."

Pressures for liberalization of East-West trade led to a loosening of
the cold war's stringent controls in the Export Administration Act of
1969, which replaced and considerably expanded the Export Control
Act of 1949 and its 1962 amendments. The most important difference
was the deletion of export controls for the purpose of restraining the
"economic potential" of the trading partner, putting the major
emphasis on the restriction of goods that would make a large contribu-
tion to Communist military potential. Another important change was
the new conviction that "foreign availability" (presence of alternative
suppliers) would have to be considered in applying national security
controls on exports.

In the early 19709, optimism about the potential for growth in East-
West trade was rampant. Secretary of Commerce Maurice Stans, for
example, reported after a fact finding visit to Moscow in the fall of
1971 that U.S.-USSR trade, which averaged only $200 million yearly,
had a potential of $5 billion both ways by 1975. Several major trade
deals did emerge in those years, beginning with the grain and livestcmk
feed sale of 1972 and the half billion dollars worth of heavy equipment
sold to the USSR for construction of a truck factory on the Kama
River, 600 miles east of Moscow. Others followed and still bigger deals
were being negotiated (e.g., the "North Star" project for delivery of
huge quantities of Siberian natural gas to the East coast of the United
States).

It cannot be said that the liberalization of controls and expansion of
contracts led to an actual burgeoning of U.S.-Soviet trade. True, trade
turnover rose nine times between 1970 and 1980, but the initial base
was insignificant (Table 1). The relative and absolute importance of
U.S.-Soviet trade remained small in most years. In the peak year of

"lieper of the Special Cmaittme on U.S. Trade wth gat uropan Countries and
the Sove Union" Dqawtmn of Stowe Bulleekn May 30, 19K6 p. 6U6.

'Ibd., p. 549
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1976, when grain sales were large, Soviet imports from the United
States accounted for 7 percent of its total imports, 19 percent of Soviet
imports from all IDCCs. (Two-way trade in that year fell more than
$2 billion and 40 percent short of Secretary Stan's forecast for 1975.)
Grain sales also brought a temporary peak in 1973. In other years,
trade turnover with the United States generally lagged behind that of
Germany, Japan, Finland, France, and Italy. The highest level of
Soviet exports to the United States was 350 million rubles in 1979,
that is, under $500 million; U.S.-Soviet trade was largely a matter of
Soviet imports.

Soviet leaders blamed U.S. government restrictions, particularly cit-
ing the role of the Jackson-Vanik amendment in preventing the
president from granting the USSR's exports most-favored-nation
status. The Jackson-Vanik and Stevenson amendments in 1974 effec-
tively closed off the possibility of large credit flows to finance Soviet
development. Very likely it was recognition of this prospect that led
Moscow to denounce the U.S.-Soviet trade treaty negotiated over the
previous two years.

The results of the denunciation of the trade treaty were not as clear
cut as might be assumed. With 1974 as the base for comparison, Fig. 1
shows the change in two-way trade at current prices between the
USSR and the United States, West Germany, Britain, France, and
Japan over the next five years. Soviet-American trade in 1974 was 40
percent below the 1973 level, the year of major grain sales. In the two
years after the collapse of the trade treaty, turnover more than tripled;
a 30 percent drop in 1977 was followed by an 86 percent increase in the
following two years. Overall, the level of two-way trade in 1979 was 3.8
times the 1974 level, whereas for France it was only 2.8 times higher,
the increases for Britain, West Germany, and Japan ranged downward
to 50 percent. However, in the 1970o Soviet trade with its other major
Western partners grew more smoothly than with the United States,
whose trade pattern shows much more fluctuation. Oil purchases from
the Soviet Union played an important role in German and French
trade, where imports from the Soviet Union increased more rapidly
than did exports to the USSR. U.S. exports to the Soviet Union, the
dynamic element of Soviet-American trade, were heavily grain and
food-dependent. It seems likely that had U.S. credit resources been
opened to the Soviet Union on concessionary terms, U.S. exports to
the USSR would have expanded still more rapidly, but this would have
been at least in part at the expense of the other major Webtrn sup-
plim. Ther wee limits to the Soviet import capability.

The phenomenal expansion of bank and government lending to
Aotern Nurope and the USSR in the mid-1970. created one of the two
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major problems of alliance policy in East-West economic matters dur-
ing the second half of the decade. Fears about the Enst's ability to
repay its growing debts became the front running question in Eaqt-
West economic relations. It became widely accepted in the West that
East-West trade growth was bound to slow down markedly. But com-
petitive rivalries in the Western camp and unwillingness to fully credit
the few Cassandrua warning of impending debt-service problems
prevented any coordinated effort to develop a common strategy.

The other major issue of the period was technology transfer, which
arose in two contexts. The first and most durable was the growing
awareness of the duration and cumulative scale of the Soviet military
buildup. Congress a well as the administration began to be more sen-
sitive to the possible contflbutions of Western exports of goods, ser-
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vices, and know-how to the Soviet military buildup. A 1977 report by a
Senate subcommittee headed by Senator Jackson warned that "our
current situation can be judged as acute hemorrhaging.' The second
context was the attempt to find leverage in the sales of capital goods
and technical know-how to ease Soviet internal repression and control
Soviet external aggression.7 The Carter administration tried to make
human rights a centerpiece of American foreign policy, and the repres-
sion of Soviet dissidents created a series of challenges to U.S. policy.
The issues of the two contexts became intertwined and at times con-
fused, especially under the pressure from the business sector and others
worried about the unravelling of detente.

In the late 1970s the balance the U.S. government sought to main-
tain between its interest in improving East-West relations, centering
on the negotiation of the SALT II agreement, and its desire to contain
Soviet expansion and defend human rights, tipped perceptibly in the
former direction. Then came the invasion of Afghanistan, followed two
years later by Polish martial law, and in the early 19809 the U.S.
government under two administrations followed a policy of penalizing
the Soviet Union for its foreign policy behavior. Detente seemed in
shreds.

6Tranor of Technvotv to tOm 8oviat Union and Baskrvm Ewq, Selected Pepers,
Compe by the Permanent Subcommnittee on Invetigstion of the Committee on
Goyseental Affaiu U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C., 1977, p. 2.

7For the basik statamnt of the Carter aftinnatio's approsc, me Smed P.
Huntingto., rads, Technlop and L veras Econotmic Diplomacy" P.* o Pboky.
Nuzaur 32, Fall 197M pp. 63-80.
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II. LEVERAGE AND DENIAL AS INSTRUMENTS
OF POLICY

WORKING CONCEPTS

This study is about the uses of economic power and economic
instruments to further Western interests in the East-West arena of the
global competition with the USSR. The major instrument the United
States and its allies wield to deter Soviet behavior threatening Western
security is military power. Diplomatic contacts with the Soviet Union
and with other states, propaganda, and other forms of political persua-
sion are also used for deterrence or to effect policy change. This study
examines a third class of instruments, used intermittently over the
period since World War II but drawing particular attention recently-
economic measures. The intended purpose of such measures will be
called suasion, influencing Soviet internal or external policy in particu-
lar directions.

1

In theory, international economic relations can be left to the dic-
tates of the market, but in actuality every government intervenes to
shape market flows to some extent. Where purposeful intervention is
directed at other states, rather than at domestic actors and for national
welfare alone, it is useful to distinguish three strategies of international
economic policy-benefaction, denial, and leverage. Benefaction-using
economic instruments to confer benefits on another state-
characterized much of Western thinking in the 1960s on the subject of
aid to developing countries. The rationale of benefaction rests on the
belief that economic aid results in, or at least contributes to, changes in
the economic and political structure of the recipient society that
enhance the welfare of both donor and recipient. An analogous set of
beliefs characterized the views of many advocates of detente in the
1970a.

Benefaction is usually intended to accelerate growth of the recipient
state's economy or to improve the welfare of its population. A sharply

1Ths repot is not comermed with the viewe of thoe who deny the legitimwy or
desirability of emerei g musson through trade. That attitude on be encepoulatd In a
formula variously attribted to Dwiht Eisenhower and Hubert Huamph. T!. United
ern should trade mythi a with the enemy that can't be shot back at u&" It is a berle

aimuin of this eport that the u- of trade to tuper Soviet behavior is a valid me-
do of U.S. tonal poicy.
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contrasting strategy of denial would aim to impede welfare improve-
ments or economic growth, either that of the target economy as a
whole or of specific sectors of the economy, usually the military. At
one end of the spectrum, in terms of extent of denial, severity of means
Of implementation, and level of international hostility, the impedance
sought may be total.2 The first-order policy objective would be to seal
off the target country from international economnic contacts so as to
deprive it of all gains from participation in international trade.
Toward the other end of the spectrum, which must necessarily be fuzzy
in defintition, the denial would be highly selective and applied reluc-
tantly-, the impedance desired would be minimal and directed only
spinet military technology. It is, of course, in between the extremes
that most of the interesting cases lie.

Where the impedance sought is total or nearly so, we appear to be
deling with all-out "economic warfare." Charles Wolf has pointed out
that this term *doe not have a very precise technical meaning, and the
loose and dives ways in which it has been used in the media and else-
where hae not contributed to resolving these ambiguities." Wolf draws
attention to the extremely broad definition of the term in the Encyclo-
pedia of the Social Sciences, which includes conferral of economic favor
(by which "a country may expect in return reciprocal favors in the
form of political support, or alliance, or perhaps neutrality"), along
with measures of coercion through denial, as the modes of "economic
warfare.' Wolf rightly notes that under such a definition, subsidization
of credits to the beniefit of a recipient country could be viewed as
economic warfrn. Such confusions suggest the usefulness of distinc-
tions like those sketched here.'

In most co-n!temporary discussions of denial policies with regard to
the USSR, only partial impedance is sought, usually to constrain

3One does aom hear many voices oling for such a polic toward the USSR Perhaps
the closes qpmmation rscuis Ia Lole J. Walineky, "Corent Defene StraaW
Mwe Cue for cooma Dem&Lm Pte Mfakes, 61:%, Winter 108Mfl p. 287; "U.S. and
Wasur defens - -s mast ovoid or severeliUit ay actions or policies which con-
trbote igWn*fn to the strength of the Soviet Union and its allies at help them to

o 7rcm their weakness. In the Gir notance, this nmm curtailing in significant
aos thglow of Westem high technoog an 1,1 Windoetrial gcode ma food grahm and the

edeho which hclN~e en increase in the volume of this fle."
he hisepsI samement publshd in Thw Pr'mme of B4t- West Comunwcd Ris

dam, A Werhehep SPonsored by the U.S Seoate Comsmittee on Foreign Reations and
the Csauaoia Mesearch Sere, Lirary of Congress Washington, D.C.. 19K8 pp.
M1-151.

Vl by Nommole warfar is meant denal for total or nea-total Impedance, the pot-
ley bas hesw mocleftd in the ps wisthe o pafa collape of the targst economay or

undoom of is goermmst M&i is smother resono why the term "soosmo wasWs is
s boha see26ed In a imnson of rnst 3amWsst relsdam. It le simpl laces-

siesst wit tdo tenor and poubasbis of the present international environment.
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Soviet military resource allocation. The constraint may be attempted
in two channels: (1) selective denial-limitations on specific Western
exports (overt or covert, witting or unwitting) of military end products
as well as of goods, services, and know-how that might be used to
advance Soviet production of mili~ry goods and services; and (2) gen-
eral denial-limitations on aggregate resource availability to the Soviet
economy that would be expected subsequently to affect allocations to
the military.

The effect of efforts to promote or impede another state's economic
growth or welfare may be to alter the calculations and behavior of its
leaders. But this is not the primary purpose of either strategy.
Benefaction could only expect to affect leadership behavior in the very
long run through transformation of the society; the cardinal goal of
denial is to impede the accumulation of the means to pursue inimical
policy. A purposeful strategy directly aimed at affecting leadership
behavior will be called leverage. Leverage may be directed to either
impedance or promotion of growth and welfare, as seems politically
appropriate, or these purposes may be joined sequentially.

Apart from its direct focus on behavior alteration, the distinctive-
ness of a leverage strategy is the possible readiness to grant benefits as
well as to threaten or carry out threats of denial. Denial has been
clearly dominant and the inducement of reward notably absent in the
leverage episodes of recent years. The imbalance can be criticized jus-
tifiably. However, leverage must be distinguished from benefaction.
Leverage may use the inducements of reward, but its rationale requires
the implicit threat of penalty, at least of the withdrawal of rewards.
Huntington argued that "for the Soviets, as for others, leverage works
most effectively when applied in the form of a carrot rather than a
stick." But the policy he was advocating included centralized control
over East-West relations within the U.S. government and the ability to
close the "technological door" to Soviet trade as circumstances
required" Leverage too is at bottom a coercive strategy: It "emanates
only from the threat, use, or anticipation of use of negative incentives
for compliance.' The instruments in which negative incentives are
embodied may be used interchangeably in either denial or leverage.
Depending on the conditions of the problem, the scope of application
and the intensity of implementation, embargo, boycott, export controls,
credit restrictions, etc. may be found in both strategies. Punitive sanc-
tions alone may be successful only against weak targets;'against major

'Hu Tiam,Tw uo Md Lavg, "pp. 72, 75-76.
OAril Kye and Athmimnl Piaths, "vafuatiag 8asU Stats' DWena on Arms

Impaws An IntuMId Pawwdtiw Coin" Unlvwsly Posem Stu"e Progrm.
Ocesds! Pew No. 16, Ju IS. p ..
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powers, sanctions may have to be balanced by positive incentives. The
balance between reward and punishment is the main tactical issue of
leverage.

With regard to the time dimension of the three suasion strategies,
leverage is often thought of as episodic, where either the attainment or
evident frustration of the leveragor's limited objective brings the
episode to an end. Leverage with regard to the USSR may also be
framed as continuous policy, as in the Kissenger rationale of detente:
U.S. rewards and punishments would be meted out in a continuous
process, assessing and reacting to Soviet policy. However, another
strand of the detente logic is associated with Kissinger: the theme of
interdependence, which operates in the long term.7 The "web of inter-
connectedness" between East and West is spun over a prolonged period
of time; when the strands are clearly perceived, aggressive behavior
appears self-defeating because it risks the interruption of valued
economic benefits. Such a long term policy runs the risk of sliding into
pure benefaction. If short term Soviet noncooperation is explained
away or disregarded because of expectations for the longer run, even
the implicit threat of denial will become less and less credible. Denial
may also be a continuous policy (as in the 1950s); but tha goals must
be seen as achievable only in the longer term, because the resource flow
constraints work slowly if at all. Alteration of Soviet policy and
behavior could end the sanctions; a strategy of denial would, thereby,
have been converted into one of leverage.

From time to time sanctions are levied against the USSR in reaction
to particular crises, as in the cases of the invasion of Afghanistan or
the imposition of martial law in Poland. It is necessary to distinguish
between actual strategies of suasion, whether leverage or denial, and
the expression of outraged opposition. The need to make concrete an
unwillingness to accept some act of Soviet aggression in silence
responds to domestic and international political realities, but it does
not necessarily lead to recognizable strategies of leverage or denial.

THE LIMITATIONS OF SUASION STRATEGIES

A companion study to the present report develops the theory of lev-
erage in an articulated, disaggregated model of its operation; it also
contrasts the effects of leverage on production, consumption, and wel-
fare in the target state with the effects of the strategies of benefaction

7He beleved the U.S.-USSR bilaterad cooperation apeernenta of 1972 "could ver
Urs estabah vested interet in pee." Hey Kissier, Whte How Yem Little,
Brown, Boseon, I17M, p. 1284.
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and denial." But all the strategies of suasion have important limita-
tions, and the rest of this section is devoted to that theme.

To begin with, all the strategies have a common constraint. What-
ever the approach and the combination of economic (or political)
instruments, expectations of modifying Soviet behavior should be lim-
ited, even modest. A general problem that any approach to changing
Soviet policy must face is the West's highly imperfect understanding of
the Soviet leadership's perceptions of the outside world, its mindset
and pattern of thinking, and its process of top-level policy formation.
The ultimate poverty of Western Sovietology, despite its genuine rich-
ness of insight, introduces uncertainty into all considerations of
exercising suasion on the USSR.

With regard to the particular strategies, we need deal only briefly
with benefaction, which stipulates an endogenous process of transfor-
mation of the polity leading to change in external behavior. The
rationale of benefaction is, of course, not a scientifically testable propo-
sition. It is particularly speculative applied to the USSR and Eastern
Europe. If the West continues to debate the validity of benefaction in
East-West economic relations, despite the dubious results of detente in
the last decade, it is not because of new evidence on change in com-
munist society. Many Europeans seek to improve relations with the
East, but because they fear nuclear war or for other political reasons,
they are inclined to support measures of economic aid to the Commun-
ist countries to revive detente. Thus, they are led to argue the
economic rationale of benefaction because it is the necessary implica-
tion of a policy whose motivations are entirely political (see Sec. VII).

Denial for partial impedance may constrain selectively or generally.
The selective constraints aim at transfer of technology and restraining
the growth of Soviet military capability. Throughout almost 40 years
of debate on East-West trade, there has been a consensus on the
desirability of preventing transfers of military technology. It is hard to
find advocates of selling missiles to Moscow. Machinery and equip-
ment specialized to the manufacture of military hardware are also part
of the consensus, as is the know-how of military production. But this
narrows the scope of the controversy only slightly. The issues of tech-
nology transfer policy remain:

* How does technology transfer benefit the Soviet Union?
* Are contributions to Soviet civil sector development good or

bad for the West?

Ofusolm ...odmilag ._ o, LII -
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" Do benefits accrue to Moscow from transfers of "low" as well as
"high" technology? How do they differ?

" How can one differentiate transfers that aid the Soviet military
from those that do not?

" Is the Soviet economy capable of profiting from technology
imports? If not, do Soviet leaders still believe the transfers are
valuabk" (In short, does the issue matter at all?)

" Can Soviet interests or needs be exploited to reap Western pol-
itical gains or is the USSR impervious to external economic
pressures?

" What are the costs of manipulating trade for foreign policy or
security purposes and how can these costs be minimized?

An enduring issue of the debate concerns "dual-use" technology-
designed for civil use but with military potential. A now classic exam-
ple offered by advocates of stricter controls is the Bryant gear-grinding
machines exported to the USSR in the early 1970s, which are said to
have contributed to the rapid improvement of the accuracy of Soviet
ICBMs. If there is anything new in the recent phase of this continuing
debate, it is that much of the U.S. public and the publics of other
Western states to a lesser degree believe that the Soviet Union is
engaged in a concerted, large-scale effort to obtain Weste-n technology
by licit and illicit means, with a view to modernizing its military caps-
bility.

Nevertheless, short of shutting off all the tape completely, this does
not resolve the "dual-use technology" problem; it only heightens the
importance of decisions on where to set the bounds. The most impor-
tant innovation in this regard was the proposal by the Bucy Report todistinguish between commodities and technologies as objects of control,
and to concentrate control energies on the "critical technologies."'
That approach was incorporated into the 1979 Export Administration
Act, and it is now a fundamental of the government's export control
system. However, the focus on critical technologies does not solve
"dual-ue" dilemmas; it only removes them to another level of the
input-output hierarchy.

Charles Herzfeld has asussted a scheme for ranking types of trade
ordinally by military-strateic importance along with the scale of con-

9090a of tho Direto of Dahe Remrh ad Zlng Dpartmet of Dese.k
An AnsbW o Rqw CWWL of U.S. Tmhw*e-A DoD Pwvqae Wu/ant., D.C.,
Fusmy 4 1V9M J. Fred B., Ou braegl Tchnk Tunse, to the Sovet Unim
Inownsm B y, 1:4 Spfn 1 77, pp.5--8.
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trol appropriate to each.1° He distinguishes the following categories of
trade:

1. General trade
2. Civil technology of minor strategic or military significance

(e.g., refrigerators)
3. Civil technology of major economic-strategic significance (oil

drilling equipment, food)
4. Dual-use technology (high performance computers, aircraft

technology, advanced communications)
5. High-technology, infrastructural materials (microelectronics

manufacturing and test equipment)
6. High technology of direct military use.

His visualization of the curve of required controls is shown in Fig. 2.
Herzfeld's scheme acknowledges the existence of a broad band of dual-
use technology with considerable permissiveness appropriate at the
lower ends of the range. He stresses the importance of detailed assess-
ment of the effects of different types of technology and the different
levels of sophistication of technology, in particular civil and military
uses. Of course, such assessment must necessarily rely on judgment in
many cases; this approach therefore retains the potential for dispute
over the boundaries between civil and military relevance. I '

This cursory review of the technology transfer issue as a vehicle of
selective denial has focused on the problem of the civil-military contin-
uum. But as Herzfeld's typology of trade reminds us, much of the con-
troversy in recent years has flared around the issue of "strategic"
importance. The gas pipeline and related energy issues were fought
over in part under this rubric, and Sec. VI examines that controversy
briefly.

The transition from "military" to "strategic" importance as a cri-
terion of export controls often marks the crossover from selective to
general (or more general) denial. Both may be aimed at the Soviet
military effort and constitute modes of partial impedance, but general
denial necessarily involves "collateral damage" to civil activities.
Credit restrictions, for example, are likely to constrain a range of
imports, including purely civil goods and services. (Control of dual-use
technology has the same effect, of course.) Advocates of general denial
that is in fact directed at the Soviet military effort hope to achieve
their goal by affecting Soviet resource allocation policy. But partisans

'0Cbeds. KIlud "eSo= Apects of Tedolop Trmna.," in T7 Conmdt of
A . Eta.Wmt h@edWm in tim IO's. Part 2, Ad*bi Popm. Lds. Intematorl Intituts

Of sasoc &wiss hrthcornin
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of controls over "strategic" goods, other than for defined leverage goals,
are only incidentally concerned with the structure of Soviet resource
use. They appear to proceed beyond concern with Soviet military
power to the goal of reduction of Soviet economic power. This was the
rationale of the U.S. Export Control Act of 1949 with its subsequent
amendments. Many Europeans fear that this is now also the philoso-
phy of the U.S. government.

But if reducing Soviet economic power is the objective, it is pointless
to attempt to define and identify strategic goods. If the lines of parti-
tion between civil and military are hazy, those between strategic and
nonstrategic are veiled in an almost metaphysical fog. Baby diapers
mm intuitively nonstrategic but it is hard to be convincing why they
differ in kind from food. "What objectively strengthens the USSR the
most,' a French industrialist queried plaintively, "the sale of wheat to

44P
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feed its population or the sale of computers?"1 1 The "strengthening," in
fact, originates in the gains the Soviet Union derives from trade that
involve access to products that cannot be produced at home and
improvements in efficiency derived from resource reallocations permit-
ted by trade.1 2 Both of these components contribute to moving the
USSR to a higher level of satisfaction (higher utility surface, in
economists' jargon). It is not self-evident that selling diapers to the
Soviets would reduce their gains from trade relative to imports of an
equal volume of food or computers. The answer depends on the
specific economic conditions-international patterns of supply and
demand and relative prices. Thus, proponents of controls to weaken
Soviet economic power or reduce its growth should in fact be concerned
with all traded goods and services and their relative contribution to
Soviet gains from trade.13

This approach has the virtue of internal consistency but the disad-
vantage of political candor; it smacks of "economic warfare," which
proponents of denial of "strategic" goods disclaim advocating. They
assert that "normal" trade is permissible and even to be encouraged,
where economic benefits to the trade partners are mutual and equal.
But where the goal is to degrade the power of the adversary, whose
hostility is systemic and embodied in the full range of his domestic and
foreign policy, it is difficult to define a range of "normal" trade that
does not contribute to the adversary's capability. This is an inherent
conundrum of general denial that still seeks only partial impedance.

In one sense, denial seems to have an important advantage over lev-
erage because it appears less demanding of Western policy capabilities
than is leverage: There is no requirement for a Soviet behavioral
change that is clearly a concession, whether explicitly acknowledged or
not, to external pressure. Instead, the direct effect sought is on Soviet
military power, which, it is expected, then leads to behavioral changes.
However, denial seems more demanding than leverage in terms of the
number of links that must be traversed between constraining resource
availability and affecting Soviet behavior.

1. The connection between resource availability and defense spend-
ing is uncertain. This is true, first, in the sense that any observed

"Quoted by Jon-Mich Quaftpoint in Le Moode, Otob 21, 1981.
Itor a dicumsn of teds uetaeM in ten of Pn ftr was, M horanwes,

-Mod*Eon mic L~vesq,- See. 11. International badmi in pimckike yields pins to
both buyet and mUer. How the pins an diai d depends on market coudi tom

'1ie would peods a mam t1mtoally dsfenebl, although difficult to qunt,
dowlnig of $0818c goods-those Providing Sovie- n a ds aov eom
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change or nonchange in military spending can have an ambiguous
interpretation: What would have been the case had there been no
denial may remain known only to the Politburo. But the link may be
weak for important policy reasons. Even if total import resource sup-
ply from the West were cut off, the Kremlin might wish to maintain
the previous defense level (or growth rate) while cutting back on non-
defense. Of course, the Politburo cannot indefinitely squeeze consump-
tion and investment without endangering political stability or future
growth, including future defense growth. However, political stability
might be protected by measures of discipline-some form of neo-
Stalinism, perhaps-which might also raise productivity and ease the
resource allocation dilemma. Even if such a change in regime internal
policy were not possible and "something had to give," the point at
which the change in preferences with respect to external policy would
take place cannot be predicted. 14

2. It has been suggested that denial as a strategy of suasion is likely
to be effective, if at all, only in the long run, because the connection
between defense spending and military power involves time lags. It is,
of course, not the Soviet Union's military spending that concerns us,
but its military power. Military power is to military spending some-
what as capital is to investment. Investment growth can fall to zero,
yet capital will continue to grow indefinitely. If Moscow froze its mili-
tary investment (procurement and construction) at any given level, all
other characteristics of its military machine kept constant, Soviet mili-
tary power would continue to increase. If the Politburo decided to cut
back the level of spending, an act unprecedented since the 1950s,
Soviet military power would decline, but at a slower rate.1 ' Soviet
behavior might not change until considerably after the effects on the
stock of military capital became apparent, not only to Soviet leaders,
but to adversaries as well. It now appears that the CIA has revised
downward its estimates of Soviet military spending in the late 1970s,
reflecting a levelling off of the estimated value of procurement."6 The
nature of the estimating process is such that it took a few years for this
important change, if such it is, to be observed. There is apparently
considerable uncertainty about the causes of the change, but few would

F1'or a WMer dseumlo of thes lame, se Abraham S. Becker, T Burden o Soviet
Dne: A Pitdo-Eftnomie Euwe, ThU Rand Coroation. R-2752-AF, 1961, and
Decker,'Sittig on Bayonets? The Soviet Defene Burden and Moscow's Economic
Dimma," SOWN Uanw, 10, Parts 2-3, 196, pp. 2S7-300.

IU operation and maInteance caos do haen or reduced, military aqital
=ht be ba welmsaintaid thereby actisg miltary power.

ne"Soriet Dibeie Trumb, A Staff Study Prepae for the Ue of the Subcmmitte
on lawsetimal Tade, Financ and Seurity Sconoma of the Joint Economi Comit-
tee, Comes of the United Stats, Soptunber 1968, p.s6. $-t--
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argue that it has been accompanied by a mellowing of Soviet rhetoric
or behavior.

3. Although reduction of Soviet military power may be viewed as an
end in itself, denial as a strategy of suasion aims to curb aggressive
Soviet behavior. Undesirable Soviet behavior is not a simple function
of defense spending or even of military power. It is not easy to estab-
lish a correlation between growth of Soviet power and increases of
Soviet nastiness. In the past, the Kremlin's perception of its own
weakness was often associated with promotion of international tension.

4. The Soviet leaders would have no incentive to alter their
behavior if they were able to cope painlessly with the effects of denial,
even or especially in the long run, which allows time for adjustments.
Kremlin occupants have a natural tendency to reason that any sign of
Soviet yielding would only intensify Western pressure. There is con-
siderable debate about the vulnerability of the Soviet economy to exter-
nal pressure; that subject is addressed in Sec. III. To induce alteration
of the Soviet leaders' behavior, if they are able to adjust successfully to
long term resource denial,' 7 would at the minimum require a Soviet
perception that the West not only has a credible capability to restrict
the resources available to Moscow but is also prepared to withdraw the
restriction in response to desired Soviet behavior. Depending on the
success of the Soviet adjustment efforts but also on the value of the
concession required of the Kremlin, readiness to cease inflicting pain .I
might not be sufficient either and might have to be supplemented by
positive incentives. In short, denial alone may not be sufficient for
suasion. Whatever the international political context of the moment,
it is doubtful that denial alone would be able to force alteration of
Soviet behavior with respect to issues and areas of "vital" concern to
Moscow-for example, in Eastern Europe. The Polish crisis brought
this question to the forefront in recent years (see the discussion in
Sec. V and VI).

Any leverage strategy will also have limited powers of suasion on the
actions of a superpower. There is no consensus among analysts or pol-
icymakers as to whether the addition of carrots to sticks would make a
difference where "vital" Soviet interests are concerned. (One reason is
that a systematic strategy of this kind has never been attempted.) If
the Politburo yielded, it might ask itself if the Western sanction would
actually be withdrawn or the ante raised-would the West link a dif-

7SuoeMU aSjWMtM b mw lmiting the political dam cauned by the out-
put ams rord on the ecommy by the da memu es Of eoum, If the goement
wW aim ble to Umt the r&uctiom In e inomic po al liawe to the aet of deniaL
thm would be e bee esm to ee& to the bigapmur. ft-jp .i .
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ferent aspect of Soviet policy or behavior to the termination of the
sanction or bestowal of benefit? Moscow would be likely to believe
that Western success in a leverage attempt would inevitably lead to
repeated efforts to exert leverage, with probably more damaging sanc-
tions levied or threatened in succeeding rounds. This logic would pro-
bably be offered in Kremlin councils even in regard to Western pres-
sure on minor Soviet interests. With respect to "vital" interests, only
extraordinary weakness would prevent the argument from dominating
the debate.

Leverage has at least two additional serious drawbacks-the difficul-
ties of sizing appropriate "dosage" of denial (with or without bestowal
of benefits) and of defining the Soviet behavior modification that
would be worth the outlay of a particular leverage "dose." Konrad
Adenauer opposed President Kennedy's grain sale in 1963 except as a
quid pro quo for the destruction of the Berlin Wall.1' These difficulties
were in the forefront of the 1974-1975 debate on the linkage of Soviet
Jewish emigration and the U.S.-USSR trade agreement.1' They have
remained central in subsequent discussions of the problems of affecting
Soviet behavior.20

The character of the problems involved may be further illustrated by
consideration of the oft-suggested linkage of economic relations and
arms control regulations between the United States and the USSR.
Could constraints on resource availability of the type discussed here be
adapted for use as a tool of arms control negotiations? Resource denial
measures might lead to reconsideration by the Politburo of the priority
it attaches to defense spending and thereby to greater willingness to
make arms control concessions. Thus, denial might be seen as having
an arms control payoff. However, using the threat of resource denial,
alone or even in conjunction with promises of resource grants, as a tool
of leverage in arms control negotiations is unpromising because it is

Agela Stout. From Embargo to Osolii" The Polital Economy Of West
Germoa-Sovetm ReMatione, !W-1990, Cambridge University Press, New York, 1961, p.
123.

"Henry Kissinger complained that the Nizo administration's efforts to develop a
strat of advance in Soviet-American relations on a broad policy front were criticized
for the very notion of linkage, when the intended connection wa to Soviet foreign pol.
icy, but sa of the sam critics demanded linkage with Soviet domestic structure-'a
far moe ambitious form of linkags--on the is of East-West trade. Whae House
Yo,. p. 1272.

mAn interesting contemporary ezanmple Is the discussion of the eltent of Soviet
responsibility for the spread of revolutionary sntimfnt in Central America and what the
United States can do about that connection. Senator Moynihan, convinced that the
decisions about Nicaragua m made in Moscow," urged threatening the Soviet Union
with a pain embarp and a declaration of default on Polish debt, wand as many od
unplasant thing as we can arage." Wahinon Poet July 2, Is6.
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extremely difficult to define the "exchange rate" between quid and quo.
It is hard enough for each of the negotiating parties to estimate trade-
off rates between different elements of a strategic weapons package-
what is the worth of one side's cutting back on cruise missile deploy-
ment relative to the other side's dismantling of heavy ballistic missiles?
The problem seems insoluble when posed in terms of economic lever-
age: By how much should the West reduce new credit flows to the
East if the Soviets refuse to reduce the number of their heavy missiles
by x percent? Not only is the appropriate tradeoff likely to be unclear
to the West, but there will be equal or greater uncertainty about its
magnitude as perceived in Moscow. If, as many believe, the West is
handicapped in its ability to bargain with the Soviet Union under such
conditions of uncertainty, there would be a danger of squandering the
West's economic benefit coin in these negotiations. Once expended on
arms control concessions, the leverage would not be available for other
purposes.

There is no denying the difficulty of answering the questions, how
much leverage and for what? The difficulty is aggravated by the
discordance of views within the United States and among members of
the Western alliance, a factor that is a major barrier to the successful
prosecution of denial as well (see Sec. VII). Modifying Soviet behavior
must surely depend heavily on convincing Moscow that cost-imposing
sanctions will not be withdrawn arbitrarily or prematurely and that i
equivalent penalties are likely to be imposed in any future cir-
cumstances similar to those in which the original penalty was levied.
There is no cheap substitute for consistency of long term goals and
constancy of their pursuit, and American foreign policy has not dis-
tinguished itself on either count. This may well have contributed to
the "dissensus" in the alliance on East-West relations, but the intra-
West conflicts represent a further major obstacle to the development
and implementation of successful suasion strategies.

'71
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HI. SOVIET VULNERABILITY TO EXTERNAL
ECONOMIC PRESSURE

Strategies of influencing Soviet behavior by means of economic
instruments require that the USSR be responsive to the external
economic pressures, positive or negative. Such accessibility would
appear to result from the importance to the Soviet economy of foreign
economic relations, particularly those that can be influenced by the
wielders of leverage or denial. However, raising the issue of the probe-
bility of success in affecting Soviet behavior introduces a political
dimension. The debate on East-West trade policy often fails to dif-
ferentiate clearly between economics and politics and even among the
economic factors alone. This section will attempt to distinguish first
between participation in and dependence on trade, and second between
purely economic measures of trade importance and what is the ultimate
concern of the policy strategist, political-economic vulnerability to
external economic pressure.

The first two concepts are straightforward, readily definable
economic indicators. Trade partciption refers to the quantitative
importance of foreign trade in the economy and is measured simply as
the ratio of the value of foreign trade flows to aggregate output, usually V
gross national or gross domestic product (GNP or GDP). A more sen-
sitive measure of the economic importance of trade, trade dependence,
would be the opportunity costs of reducing trade participation, in terms
of the costs of subatituting domestic goods for imports (a reduction in
export proceeds would ultimately translate into an analogous sacrifice).
However, even high dependence by the target state need not result in a
submission to foreign pressures. Trade vulnerabty, the likelihood of
having to submit, depends on many variables, political and economic,
external and internal to the target state. Vulnerability is far more dif-
ficult to memre than the purely economic indicators of trade partici-
pation and trade dependence, and the discussion below of Soviet vul-
nerability will necessarily be somewhat general.

SOVoIT TRADE PARTICIPATION AND DEPENDENCE

Soviet participation in international trade, especially trade with non-
ommnist muntries, has changed drmatically since World War II.
The Stalinist economy was ftmdantally autarkic in spirit and
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objective. Trade with the external world might periodically increase
because of special circumstances-for example, imports of capital
equipment for the early industrialization effort (and even exports of
grain in the midst of domestic famine to finance that drive). Lend-
lease imports during World War II were obviously an emergency meas-
ure. But the policy objective was essential self-sufficiency, and the goal
contributed to but was also bolstered by pervasive suspicion of the cap-
italist world. In the 30 years following Stalin's death, Soviet trade pol-
icy has been transformed. Trade turnover is almost 40 times higher in
current prices and nine or ten times higher in physical volume, accord-
ing to Soviet statistics. Soviet political leaders and trade officials
speak approvingly of the international division of labor and the bene-
fits that the USSR may derive from it. Thus, Soviet attitudes to
involvement in international economic relations seem to have turned
from hostility and reluctance to positive acceptance. The results of
that change are visible in sharply increased trade flows, a network of
commercial agreements, participation in trade fairs, exchanges of dele-
gations, etc.

Nvertheless, it remained conventional wisdom that trade played a
fairly minor role in the economy as a whole. The USSR was a con-
tinental power with a largely self-sufficient economy. The undoubted
change in Moscow's view on the utility of economic intercourse with
the outside world had not greatly affected the low dependence of the
USSR on foreign trade. This view has now been challenged by
Vladimir Treml in association with Barry Kostinsky. In Tremi's
words, "the old perception of the Soviet economy as self-sufficient and
isolated from the rest of the world should be revised. The Soviet
economy has become relatively much more open to external market
forces and displays significant dependence on external markets."1 This
conclusion is based on estimates of the domestic value of Soviet trade
turnover that show it to be considerably higher than Soviet published
values at "foreign trade" prices. The latter represent essentially world
market prices (lagged and otherwise adjusted with respect to Eastern
Europe) translated to rubles at the official exchange rates. However,
the exchange rates are arbitrary;, values at actual domestic prices,
estimated by Tremi and Kostinshy, depart substantially from the fig-
ures at foreign trade rubles.

The participation rates implied by the Treml-Kostinsky estimates,
shown in Table 2, are generally higher than rates obtained with trade
valus expressed in foreign trade rubles. The pps between the two

ftppud awmut in Th Pwu of sot- Wag COR mwe RahO&m p.110. . "
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Table 2

RATIOS OF FOREIGN TRADE AT DOMESTIC PRICES TO
SOVIET NATIONAL OUTPUT, 1960-1960

(In pwrcent)

NNP Ratios GNP Ratios

Imports Exports Turnover Imports Exports Turnover

1960 8.3 3.7 12.0 6.6 2.9 9.5
1965 8.1 4.3 12.4 6.0 3.2 9.2
1970 8.6 6.3 14.9 6.5 4.8 11.3
1975 15.0 6.3 21.3 10.7 4.5 15.3
1980 20.1 6.9 26.9 14.5 5.0 19.5

SOURCES: Foreign trade values at domestic prices through 1978
were estimated by Vladimir G. Treml and Barry L. Kostinsky and
the series extended to 1980 by Trem]. See the latter's statement,
"Measuring the Role of Foreign Trade in the Soviet Economy," in
Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate, ?he Premises of
East-West Commercial Relations, Washington, D.C., December 1982,
p. 98. I have calculated the GNP ratios using the Treml-Kostinsky
foreign trade values and dividing by CIA estimates of GNP for
1960, 1970, 1976 and 1980, published in CIA, Soviet Gross
National Product in Current Prices, 1960-80, SOV 83-10037,
March 1983, p. 2. A GNP value for 1975 was compited from the
1976 figure using the relative increase for 1976 over 1975 at
1970 prices estimated by CIA, 4.8 percent (Joint Economic Commit-
tee, U.S. Congress, USSR: Measures of Economic Growth and
Development, 1950-80, Washington, D.C., December 1982, p. 58).
GNP in 1965 at current prices was calculated on the assumption
that the rate of change at current prices between 1960 and 1965
was equal to the product of real growth, 27.8 percent (CIA
estimates at 1970 prices from USSR: Measures of Economic
Growth, p. 53), and the implicit GNP inflator, calculated by
CIA as growing at 2.3 percent per year in t!;e 1960s (Soviet
Gross National Product in Current Prices, p. 6), or 12.04
percent in five years.

NMP = net material product.

sets of rates a relatively Imlp. The ratio of total turnover at foreign
trade prices to net national product (NMP) in 1980 is only 20 percent,2
compared with 27 percent when imports are valued at domestic prices.
Te participation rates have grown over the past two decades, espe-
cially oan the import sd: Imports were only 8 percent as large A
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NMP in 1960 and that ratio has since jumped to 20 percent. Almost
all of the change took place in the 1970s, when the Soviet Union
became much more involved with international trade than probably in
any previous period of its history. The higher participation rates
implied by the Treml-Kostinsky estimates place the Soviet Union in a
category comparable to some of the major trading nations of the West.
The Soviet import rate is lower than those of the European Commun-
ity nations or Sweden, for example (27 percent in 1980), but it is
higher than the U.S. rate (8 percent) or even that of Japan (12 per-
cent).

3

The Treml-Kostinsky results have been criticized by Jan Vanous of
Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates (WEFA).' Vanous argues
that a dependency ratio is properly calculated when both trade
numerator and output denominator are valued at domestic scarcity
(shadow) prices; the Treml-Kostinsky calculation musi be greatly
biased because of distortions in the Soviet price system. \ anous recal-
culated the participation rate in 1980 at what he believed to be an
approximation to world market prices (and related to GNP rather than
NMP), with the following results:

Participation Rates (%)

World Market Treml-Kostinaky
Priem Domestic Prices

Importa 4.1 15.0 I
Exports 6.0 5.2

Vanous concluded "that the correct interpretation of the Kostinsky-
Treml study is that it shows how seriously distorted and irrational the
domestic Soviet relative price structure is. The study does not provide
good information on the dependence of the Soviet economy on foreign
trade." Vanous concedes that the perception of Soviet decisionmakers
may be shaped by results like those produced by the Treml-Kotinsky
study, but this would show "just how seriously misled the Soviet
decisionmakers may be by their own statistics."

9 wetm rates m calculated from vams of imports and GNP in dollars in CIA.
Hanboh a Ecnomi Stadis IM, pp. 38 and 82.

'In the WIWA bulsti, Centva Plne Economi s Curmt Anabosm, No. 56, July
14, 19, reprinted in Committee on Poreip Resation U.S. Senate, The Pvwnim of
Eas-Wag Commsercial Rbaton, Weshlnton. D.C., Demmber 1962, pp. 95-K
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Vanous is of course correct in calling attention to the deficiencies of
the Soviet price system, but the solution should have been, in principle,
to adjust the ruble values to an approximation of the theoretical
requirements, following the lead of Abram Bergson, who adjusted the
components of his independent estimates of Soviet national income
and product.' Vanous's dollar translation instead imposes an alien set
of scarcity relations bearing only an incidental relation to those pre-
vailing in the USSR. 6 Treml has counterargued that on "index-number
problem" grounds and assuming the USSR imports commodities that
are relatively expensive to produce at home, the import/GNP ratio is
bound to be lower at external than at domestic prices.7 It is likely,
therefore, that even after adjustment for Soviet price distortions, the
calculated import participation rate would be greater than at external
prices, and possibly considerably so. Most likely, the export participa-
tion rate will not differ much in the two calculations.

Even if the Treml-Kostinsky participation rates are correct, their
interpretation in terms of trade dependence of the economy is not
self-evident. To begin with, only a third of all Soviet imports come
from the West; the other two-thirds originate in Eastern Europe, other
socialist countries, and the third world.8 Soviet rates of participation
with respect to trade with the West are consequently much smaller
than the figures of Table 2-perhaps half as high in the more interest-
ing case of imports.' Second, the guidance supplied by any given parti-
cipation rate is los clear than that provided by defense/GNP ratios as
measures of defense burden. On the whole, low defense/GNP ratios
can be taken to signify low real defense burdens; but a low participa-
tion rate does not necessarily mean low trade dependence, if depen-
dence means high costs of substituting domestic goods for imports or

5Abram Berpon, The National Income of Soviet Russia Since 1928, Harvard U-ioer-
sity Press, Cambridge, 1961.

6Aa Tremd correctly notes in his rebuttal to the WEFA critique, Vanous has in fact
cakulated a hybrid rat Soviet trade at world market price. divided by Soviet GNP at
U.S. prion. "U.S. domestic prices of goods traded internationally ar probably close to
world market pries.s However, a hl subset of U.S. goods and srvices is not traded
outde of the country and the prime of this subset do not reflect world market fores"

7Treml'm respone, which appeared in a WEFA Current Analysis, August 6, 1962,
Msesuring the Roa of Foreign Trade in the Soviet Economy," was reprinted in The

Pemise of Za-West Commercial Relations, pp. 96-101. See also Sec. IV of his paper,
Soviet Dependence on Foreign Trade," for the 1963 Colloquium of the NATO Econom-

ies DIhctorsat, lzternal Economic Relations of CMEA Countries."
Hlowever, pat of Soviet imports from Eastern urope originato in the West too.
Ibe WestUrn-trade pacIpation t s probably not propationd to the Westrn

e of toal i'pouts, beoause Moscow pemits Bet ERuropean exports to the Soviet
Unim to be ovI priced rlai to the world market for pods of compaable quality.
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doing without exports.10 This would not be true, for example, if a few
commodities (or commodity groups) dominate in either exports or
imports, or if the dominant imports have few substitutes in use and
constitute a high fraction of total internal supply of these goods. Both
of these conditions relate in greater or lesser degree to the Soviet
Union.

The basic issue of trade dependence is tradeoffs. As in the case of
defense burden, tradeoffs are only crudely measured by shares of
national output, even where relative price weights are meaningful. For
this purpose one needs some kind of quantitative model of the
economy, preferably disaggregated, that explicitly allows for interindus-
try relations. In such a model, dependence would be gauged by the
concrete sacrifices/gains of output that would result from changes in
trade flows. Several Western scholars have examined the role of East-
West trade, particularly technology transfer, in the Soviet economy.
These studies, as Hanson notes, "have varied considerably in scope,
aims, methods, and conclusions." Reviewing the major contributions,
Hanson finds that macroeconomic analysis provides contradictory and
inconclusive evidence on the importance of machinery imports, but
case studies of technology transfer to particular industries suggest
these imports have much greater utility. "The lesson of the industry
case studies," he concludes, "is that the Soviet civilian economy has
derived benefits from technology imports that are large enough to carry
some weight with Soviet policymakers."" The conclusion is measured,
befitting the difficulty and ambiguity of the data.

Hanson's review covers the evidence for the 1960s and the 1970s of
the objective role of trade and especially technology imports. Evidence
on Soviet perceptions suggests that at least for a time in the 1970. the
Soviet leadership attached high value to Western imports as a means
of accelerating the modernization of the economy. The U.S. govern-
ment has stressed the importance of Western technology in the Soviet
military modernization effort."2 Presumably, this reflected a recognition
of the unfavorable tradeoffs involved in substituting domestic for
imported products-the definition of high trade dependence set out at
the beginning of this section. More recently, however, there were high

'*rho convae is las Kikely to be trie: High pasipetion -t tend to ignity high
dependence on foreign tie.

"Philip Haon, -T Ro e of Trde and Technology Tatr in the Soviet
io ,*-in Abrahm S. Bcker (d.), Econonk ReAlat with th USSR, lies for th
Wauem AUinwe, Losungton Books. LAzngton. Ma&. 196, pp. -4; the quotation.
me hom the fimt and hot page of this segment. rpqecw ely.

128e, foe emple, ftphen D. Bsen, OStrteg Technology and National Swurty,*
Journal of Bkeetonk D*.,, May 1963 (25), pp. 4642.
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level Soviet criticisms of the policy and some falloff in actual import
volumes. However, the aggravated retardation of Soviet economic
growth in 1979-1982 and the poor prospects of substantially improving
on that record over the rest of the decade may revive Moscow's interest
in Western capital and technology. 4 In the meantime, the USSR has
concluded a series of long term agreements to insure a steady, if lim-
ited, supply of grain (see Sec. IV). Soviet dependence is real if not
overwhelming.

DEPENDENCE VS. VULNERABILITY

Whatever the actual level of Soviet dependence or its perception on
the part of Soviet leaders, the various efforts at turning this depen-
dence to Western advantage during the last ten years have generally
failed. Soviet dependence has not brought with it much vulnerability
to external trade pressures. For any given level of dependence, vulner-
ability depends in part on the structure of the import and export
markets-"dependence" is a characteristic internal to the trading
economy, but "vulnerability" is partly an exogenous factor. In
1979-1982, the USSR sold an increasing share of its exports (at Zoreign
trade prices) to noncommunist countries. That should have made it
more vulnerable, but the behavior of the customers suggests the shoe
was on the other foot. In 1979-1981 the Soviets also bought an
increasing share of their imports from noncommunist countries. In
this share the fraction of hard goods was falling and that of food was
rising. But the food suppliers acted as if they were in perfect competi-
tion, and the expected Soviet vulnerability faded in the din of the
foreign exporters' domestic pressures for maintaining or increasing
sales.

'3 Hanson, -he Role of Trad and Technology Transfer in the Soviet Economy," pp.
30-38, on Soviet viem and pp. 24-30, on trade patterns. Nevertheles in the last half of
the 190, the import partacipatiron increased hom 15 to 20 percent of NMP.
According to WEFA calculation. based on the Treml-Koatinsky etimates, the sham of
machinery imports from the West in the equipment component of domestic investment
was 84 percent in 1966-174, 9 percent in 1975, and 8-10 percent tbereafter. (Daniel L
Doed mad Hebert S. levine, "The Soviet Machinery Balance and Military Durabloe in
SOVMOD," Joint Economic Committee, US. Congress, Sovt Economy in the 196O'&
PIvbknw and Pm'oqwcb, Part 1, Washington, D.C., 1963, p. 307.) Trenml cites Soviet esti-
mates that ramround 19W impos from all eources accounted for 20 percent of invest-
ment in machinery and equipment. (Tremi, "Soviet Dependence on Foreign Trade.")

"AIlmm 8. Decker, -Iast-Wast Economic Relation: Conflict and Concord in
Werm Policy Choies" in Uwe Nerlich and James A. Thomson (e.) The Fhm of
East.West RXdweto, US. d Oernmw Awnwoo to Svmit Pow, fortcomin. To be
p.Mlid also In Adla* Quwt&rb (Loudon), Vol. 2, No. 1.
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Even if the external market structures are favorable to the exertion
of pressure, the pressure may not succeed: The factor of difference is
the political will to resist the pressure and assume the attendant costs.
Vulnerability to economic pressures, much like the importance of the
defense burden, is ultimately a political question. The fundamental
criterion of vulnerability is therefore political and perceptual rather
than statistical or economic, especially because of Western inability to
imperil the survival of the Soviet economic system. The issue is what
costs Soviet leaders are prepared to accept:

Any economy experiencing even a total embargo in its trade with the
world can. under moderately skillful political and economic leader-
ship. contain the damage caused by that embargo if it is relatively
well-endowed with natural resources, can produce most of what it
imports (albeit at a higher cost to society), and learn to produce that
which it needs, but does not produce at the time the embargo is
imposed. The Soviet economy is, like it or not, in that position for
all commodities except possibly food."

Even a total interdiction of food exports to the USSR would entail
economic deprivation and political costs but would be unlikely to bring
about economic or political collapse.

Because vulnerability is really a function of perceptions, the likeli-
hood that trade manipulation will be effective depends on Moscow's
evaluation of the costs of yielding. Presumably, the resource costs of
accepting (or circumventing) the sanction, the costs of rearranging pro-
duction plans and substituting for badly needed imports or traditional "

hard currency earning exports, will play some part in the calculation.
But there will be a limit to the ewalation of these costs, because even
with the severest sanctions, assuming the economic system survives,
major disruptions will take place in the short and medium term. With
time, as the economy adjusts, the effects will dissipate, probably in
exponential fashion. This does not mean that Moscow will never yield,
only that the likelihood of yielding will be greater if the political dis-
utility of yielding is perceived to be tangibly smaller than the economic
costs of adjuting to the sanction.

Accordiney, the West' best chance for .s m lies in connecting
major economic benefits or penalties with fairly minor political objec-
tives of trade manipmation. The history of such efforts over the last
few decades has generally featured the reverse linkage, weak economic

3d A. Hsa, -Ms 2 isus An't That Vuaml to Ussuies Ssctiom" Th
Wodkkom Pus, J* 16k 1U, p. 15. In h lfoad is prxabbb aft an emoptio etkbr.
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instruments with important political goals of Soviet domestic or foreign
policy change--e.g., a minor reduction in grain availability for Soviet
withdrawal from Afghanistan. But it is the eye-catching Soviet
transgressions that focus Western attention and trigger economic sanc-
tions. Trade manipulation for less than headline crises is difficult to
organize and sustain in a democracy.

In the final netting, Soviet vulnerability is smaller than the statis-
tics of trade participation and dependence imply.

...
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IV. GRAIN SALES BETWEEN
ENCOURAGEMENT AND EMBARGO

"Only the stupidest calves choose their own butcher." Konrad

Adensuer in 1963, opposing the sale of wheat to the USSR.'

Ability to exert economic leverage or to deny resources is usually
thought to result from an asymmetry of trade dependencies. The tar-
get state has a greater dependence on imports (exports) than the state
wielding leverage or denial has to export (import).2 Because food is a
basic human requirement, major food producers and exporters have
often been seen as having potential power over food consumer-
importers. Russia was historically a net exporter of grain on a sub-
stantial scale, and with minor exceptions this was true of the Soviet
Union as well until the 1970s. But as Soviet farm production failed to
keep pace with rapid growth of consumer demand, encouraged by sub-
stantial increases in money income, the USSR became a steady net
importer of grain, mostly from the United States. There was, conse-
quently, a widespreid U.S. belief in the 1970s that Soviet agricultural
weakness constituted a vulnerability to external pressure, a basis for
exploiting U.S. agricultural strength to the West's political advantage.
However, as a result of the grain embargo of 1980-1981 and the subse-
quent development of American policy, grain sales have been virtually
ruled out as a weapon in the competition with the USSR. This section
summarizes how that unexpected development came about and exam-
ines the logic of the choice.

LEVERAGE EFFORTS IN THE 1970s

The West was slow to recognize the sea change that took place in
Soviet grain trade policy as the Soviet leadership became committed to
improving the consumer's diet. The major emphasis was on increasing
meat production, hence the derived requirement for increasing quanti-
ties of feed prain. Periodic harvest shortfalls pointed up the inade-
quacy of the Soviet agricultural base and moved the Politburo to accept
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the necessity for dependence on foreign supplies as supplements to
fluctuating domestic output. This picture became clearer only in the
second half of the 1970s, and the most serious effort to use grain as a
leverage tool came only in 1980. However, on several earlier occasions,
Washington perceived Soviet needs for grain imports and attempted to
exploit the opportunity to U.S. advantage.3

" In June 1971, President Nixon encouraged U.S. agricultural
exports to the Soviet Union as a reward for apparent Soviet
pressure on Hanoi to be forthcoming on the Vietnam peace
plan.

" A year later a similar Soviet effort was rewarded by U.S. action
to facilitate negotiation of a grain agreeme.Y On August 1,
1972, the United States agreed to sell the Soviets on credit a
minimum $750 million worth of grain over a period of three
years.

" U.S. threats to suspend grain sales were seen as curbing Soviet
interference in the Middle East disengagement negotiations in
the first part of 1974. Washington also believed that the disas-
trous Soviet harvest of 1975, resulting in the need for substan-
tially increased grain imports, stayed Moscow's hand in the
1975 Middle East peace negotiations.

The size and the purchasing methods of the first major Soviet ven-
ture into the international grain market in 1972 were unexpected and
triggered cries in the United States of a "Great Grain Robbery."
Memories of this incident and nervousness about the domestic price
effects of large sales to the USSR led to an "informal" Ford adminis-
tration embargo on sales in the summer of 1975, on the expiration of
the 1972 agreement. Secretary of State Kissinger attempted to convert
that act and the Soviet needs into a lever for obtaining Soviet oil at a
lage discount from the OPEC prices. But he was frustrated by Soviet
purchases of grain from other suppliers and intense opposition by the
American farm lobby on the eve of the presidential election campaign.4

The embargo was lifted in October, when Washington and Moscow
signed a five year trade agreement. The agreement provided for
minimum annual purchases by the USSR of six million tons, Soviet
right to purchase an additioal two million tons without consulting the
U.S. gove ment, and the possibility for negotiating further Soviet pur-
chas.
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The 1975 grain agreement was intended to help insure an orderly
and reliable market over its five year span, but it also institutionalized
a response to a fundamental Soviet need. The regularization of supply
could have been viewed as the basis for positive leverage, and the pro-
visions for negotiated, above-minimum sales might have been seen as
potential negative leverage. However, no further attempts were made
in the 1970s to utilize the leverage potential of the grain agreement. In
December 1975 and January 1976 Secretary Kissinger and U.N.
Representative Daniel Moynihan urged President Ford to suspend
grain sales in connection with Soviet involvement in Angola, but the
President demurred for both domestic political reasons and the desire
to protect SALT and detente. President Carter was similarly urged by
his national security adviser, Zbigniew Brzezinski, to use grain sales as
a weapon against Soviet intervention in the Ethiopian-Somali war in
the summer of 1978 and the persecution of prominent Soviet dis-
sidents. On the advice of Secretary Vance and in defense of SALT
again, the President chose to confine himself to some constraints on
technology transfer.

THE EMBARGO OF 1980 AND ITS AFTERMATH

President Carter viewed the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in
December 1979 far more seriously. In January 1980, among other
actions, he levied a partial embargo on grain sales to the USSR. At
the time of the invasion, the Carter administration had agreed to sell
the USSR a total of 25 million tons of grain. President Carter then
refused to sell the 17 million tons above the eight million to which the
Grain Agreement bound the United States.' The Soviets managed to
pick up all but perhaps six million tons of the embargoed amount from
other producers-particularly, Argentina, Australia, Canada, and the
European Community--although at a probably large increase in cost.
Inflicting a consumption penalty on the Soviets for their invasion was
the prime goal of the embargo, but livestock numbers and meat produc-
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tion were only marginally affected. Because there was also no notice-
able change in the Soviet stance with regard to Afghanistan, the world
judged the embargo a failure.

A major additional argument of the embargo's detractors was that it
caused looss in U.S. farm income, and that charge became generally
accepted. The farm lobbies had initially accepted the need for the
embargo with some reluctance; but as farm income fell in 1980, they
led a vociferous campaign to rescind the sanction. That position was
accepted by the Republican Party in the presidential campaign. Ful-
filln his campaign promise, President Reagan lifted the embargo soon
after assuming office, on April 24, 1981.'

The 1980 embargo was by definition an act of denial whose proxi-
mate objective was to punish the USSR by reducing its meat supply,
but it did not emerge from a strategy of denial. Neither was it an
integrated application of leverage. The action could be explained as an
expression of protest over the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. There
appeared to be little thought of maintaining the embargo over the long
term to force the Soviets into expensive import-substitution, in the
hope of putting pressure on the military budget. There was a hope
that the costs imposed on the USSR would act as a deterrent against
further or future aggression. But the conditions for termination of the
snction were not spelled out-the Carter administration considered it
quixotic to link the embargo explicitly to evacuation of Soviet forces
from Afghanistan-so the act's leverage potential was undeveloped.

It will be argued below that the embargo was in fact a partial suc-
coe, although not in terms of the Carter administration's goals or
expectations. But even the failure in those terms, resulting from
Soviet circumvention of the sales ban, was not preordained. A recent
study of the embargo, based on personal interviews with key actors in
that experience, suggests that the Soviet circumvention was made pos-
sible by maladroit U.8. handling of the negotiations with other sup-
pliers, particularly Argsntina. Whatever the validity of that argument,
however, the embargo induced the USSR to diversify its grain supply

ONuibe of bead lovestock cand a Mow in 1060 ompete with 1972 sad in
13.1 so, wod with 190. catt, 0 and +0.7 pensm% hop -47 and -0.1 pamu sheep
sad patc, -1J ad +0.7 peent MsNt puaetio dwlmd I pewe In IWO sad

nmied 0.7 Pecet in 1361. T dU, Naodmm hboeiso 889R I2l2-1lft Moscnw,
100S, pp. 271-275. CIA eates a 3.2 pe at drop in meat prodatm in 1900 and a
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base. By now Moscow has concluded bilateral multi-year grain agree-
ments not only with the United States, but also with Argentina, Brazil,
Canada, and Thailand; there is an annually negotiated agreement with
Australia. As a result, the Soviet Union is assured of about 10 million
tons of grain a year apart from the contracted amounts forthcoming
from Australia and the United States. In 1981-1982, the United States
supplied only a third of Soviet net imports, compared with 65 percent
in the period 1975-76 to 1979-80.0 In the fall of 1982 the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture expected that the United States would supply only
about 10 million tons of wheat and coarse grains combined, out of a
total projected Soviet buy of 34 million tons. ° Should the United
States decide again to embargo grain sales to the USSR in response to
whatever objectionable Soviet action, this network of agreements will
constitute a formidable barrier to securing the cooperation of foreign
exporter-producers.

In addition, U.S. policy and law are now clearly set to a repetition of
the 1980 episode. Administrative and legislative action since the
President's revocation of the embargo has barred the door to U.S.
foreign policy use of agricultural exports with a triple lock. Under an
amendment to the Agriculture and Food Act of 1981, any future res-
triction on the export of an agricultural commodity for reasons of secu-
rity or foreign policy, imposed other than in connection with a suspen- 4.
sion or restriction of all U.S. exports, would require extensive compen-
sation to the producers. Further, a December 1982 bill bars the
president from prohibiting or restricting the export of any farm com-
modity under contract at the time he announces any restriction on
international trade, if the contract calls for delivery of the commodity
within nine months of the imposition of the restriction.11 The third
lock is the Long Term Grain Agreement with the USSR, signed in the
summer of 1983. The agreement raises the annual minimum sales level
to nine million tons and allows an additional three million tons of sales
without consultation. Like the 1975 agreement before it, the 1983
agreement forswears the right to curtail sales of these 9-12 million ton
for foreign policy purposes (Article II):

During the term of this Agreement, except as otherwise agreed by the
Parties, the government of the U.S.A. shall not exercise any discre-
tionary authority available to it undu United States law to control

S'Iid., p. 126
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exports of commodities purchased for supply to the USSR in accor-
dance with Article 1.12

U.S. farmers are eager to sell and the U.S. government is now bound
by law not only to sell the contractual minimum under the grain agree-
ment without political strings, but to execute all agricultural export
contracts. An unidentified official of the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture said that "it would have to be a very serious thing, a national
emergency, a severing of diplomatic relations, almost a state of war for
the United States to curtail supplies." 1

Thus, although the Soviet need and willingness to import large
amounts of grain create an opportunity for the use of grain trade in
support of foreign policy objectives, the objective conditions are highly
unfavorable for such a course. But would manipulation of grain sales
be justified? Whose national interests are served by selling or not sel-
ling to the USSR? Was Adenauer right? These questions are
addressed in the rest of this section.

WHO BENEFITS FROM GRAIN SALES?

The analysis below of the advantages and disadvantages of grain
sales to the USSR is involved and ultimately inconclusive. The answer
to the question, Do the Soviets benefit by importing grain from the K
West, is surely yes, although the Soviet gain is smaller than it could be.
But it is not self-evident that the West would benefit by denying the
Soviets grain over the long term. Whether positive or negative
responses are appropriate-indeed, whether any conclusion can be
more than speculative-depende on several factors, not just the effec-
tivenes of an effort at denial, but also the likelihood that sales or their
denial will trigger specific economic or political consequences. How-
ever, the economic costs to the United States of levying an embargo,
apart from short term adjustment pains, seem to have been exag-
srated. Still, if important interest groups believe they have been

harmed, whatever the economist's view of the reality, the political
cotqunces can be serious, as was demonstrated in 1980.

The administration's decision to lift the grain embargo in the sum-
mer of 1981 aroused much controversy at home and abroad. Critics of
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administration policy on East-West trade, particularly in Europe, have
accused Washington of hypocrisy in opposing the gas pipeline deal
while eagerly selling grain to the USSR. In its defense, the administra-
tion made several claims: (1) In the words of a Wall Street Journal
editorial (September 24, 1982) "the pipeline involves large subsidized
credits at a time of heavy burdens on Western capital markets,"
whereas U.S. grain sales take place for cash or short term, full
market-rate supplier credits; (2) The gas pipeline deal will increase the
Soviet Union's hard currency earnings, but U.S. sales of grain sop up
Soviet hard currency, which would otherwise be spent on importing
Western machinery and technology, directly and indirectly benefiting
the USSR's military buildup and the extension of its global empire;"'
(3) A U.S. embargo on grain sales would be quickly undercut by other
grain suppliers, as was demonstrated in 1980-1981, damaging only U.S.
incomes and output. The Wall Street Journal found the first of these
arguments persuasive, but it is arguably irrelevant: Even if the loans
had been at market interest rates, the administration probably would
still have opposed the pipeline deal and would have defended its grain
sales on the second ground, which WEFA calls the "financial drain"
argument. This and the third claim, which might be called the "leaky
embargo" argument, are discussed below.

To start with the last claim first, the issue concerns the costs to the
United btates of refusing to sell. Only the resource costs are con-
idred here. Much was made in the 1980 campaign of the damage

done to farm income. Farm income did decline in that year, but that
was because of inflation of farm production costs, not the loss of the
export sales. The declir e was 38 percent, reflecting the combination of
almost unchanged gross income and a 10 percent increase in produc-
tion expemm. However, cash receipts from marketing of food grains
and feed crops, partly because of the compensatory measures under-
taken by the Carter adminitration, ' jumped 24 percent in 1980 and
increased a further 7 percent in 1981. The damage to farm income in
1960 occurred in the livestock sector, not in crop production. It is also
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true that corn exports declined 3 percent in the fiocal year 1980 and a
further 10 percent in 1981, but the value of grain exports rose 36-37
percent (wheat and feed grain and their products).' 6 As was to be
expected given the existence of an international market, increases in
exports to other countries at least partially compensated for los of
sales to the USSR.

Surprisingly large claims about the embargo's damage to the
economy have appeared in the press. Most of these seem to originate
with a report prepared by a Washington-based research firm,
Schnittker Associates, for the National Corn Development Foundation
(for distribution by the National Corn Growers Association). 7 The
report estimates direct costs in the economic sectors affected and to
the U.S. government of $6-8 billion, and indirect costs of $11.4 billion
in national output, 310,000 jobs and $3 billion in personal income lost.
The smates of the direct costs (particularly on the balance of pay-
ments) raie many questions, but the estimate of indirect costs is hard
to take seriously. It assumes a 5:1 multiplier attached to the value of
the entire volume of embargoed exports to the USSR, as if the grain
had never been produced at all! Regrettably, there does not appear to
have been an independent estimate of the true economic costs to the
United States of the 1980 embargo.'

With respect to the "financial drain" argument, the issue is whether
ad of grain to the USSR entail a Soviet net resource los as the
administration argued, or an actual gain as some critics claim? The
argument that Western sales of grain sop up Soviet hard currency sug-
gets that Moscow goes to market with cash but no shopping list,
prepared to buy whatever it is permitted. Alternatively, the image sug-
gests that if there is a list, the quantities desired are entirely respon-
sive to market prices. This would be true only if Soviet grain imports
were totally discretionary. Whether that is in any sense the case will
be examined below. The other important issue is how Moscow would
react to a Western refusal to sell it gain-what would be the impliea-
tioms for Soviet foreign exchange expenditure?
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A 1982 WEFA paper argues that comparative cost analysis refutes
the Reagan administration "financial drain" justification. WEFA rea-
sons that producing grain in the USSR is very expensive relative to the
coot of extracting oil or gas, and these energy exports are far more
valuable per ton than grain on the world market. For example, WEFA
estimates that in 1982 the marginal cost of growing a ton of wheat in
the USSR was 3-1/2 times the cost of producing a ton of crude oil,
whereas on the world market oil was worth 60 percent more per ton
than grain. Thus, it would pay the Soviet Union to divert resources
from the production of grain and produce more oil, which, when
exported, would enable the import of 5.5 metric tons of wheat for each
ton of domestically produced wheat curtailed. On this reasoning, grain
imports, far from damaging the Soviet economy, save large volumes of
resources that would otherwise have to be spent on agriculture and can
be allocated for other purposes.1'9 "It is hardly surprising.., that the
Soviets have opted for long-term dependence on grain imports from the
West. In fact, what is surprising is that the Soviet Union imports so lit-
tie grain." (Italics in original.) 20 WEFA argues from Western economic
theory that it is rational (resource saving) for the Soviet Union to
import grain from the West, and also that rationality requires carrying
the process further-producing and exporting more oil to produce less

21and import more grain.
If the Soviets recognize the real state of their comparative interna-

tional costs in growing grain (or food generally), they certainly do not
act on it consistently. They have not curtailed domestic production in
favor of increased imports; the foreign low-cost source is, by and large,

1 0ther critics who deride the administration position as "mercntilist" presumably
have in mind an argument of this kind. The administration's position is certainly not
mercantilist in the sense of striving for a larger U.S. esport surplus; the concern is with
the efect of Soviet imports on the Soviet economy.

*WEA, "Comparative Advantage in Soviet Grain and Eneril Trade," Centroy
Psmad Ewcnies Cwrrt Anabui., 2:73, September 10, 1962.

2'Th m meveral technical problems with WEFA'- calculation of Soviet marginal
production cosa. For example, the marginal coat of labor and other inputs ia taken to be
equivalat to the "average production cost in the republic with the highest cost among
the 15 reublic'. This is then blown up to a figure including capital cost through multi-
pailions by the ratio of avere procurement price to the marginal cost of only labor and
othr inputs Moreover, WEFA dos not deduct the cot of increasing pain-port
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still only the supplier of last resort; energy investment is growing
rapidly but so is investment in agriculture.' Whether "the Soviets
have opted for long-term dependence on grain imports from the West,"
limited as it is, is not yet clear, and the relatively small volume of
imports is in fact not "surprising."

The argument about energy-grain tradeoffs is phrased in terms of
substitution of grain imports for domestic production. However, only a
small proportion, if any, of Soviet imports in recent years belongs in
that category. To a considerable extent, the USSR imports grain after
the production resources are expended and in good part lost, owing to a
combination of bad weather, mismanagement, poor incentives, and
bureaucratic organization. Moscow then looks to the world market to
make up deficiencies in internal supply. When good weather allows a
recovery of harvests, the Kremlin will import to replenish stocks or
allow an increase of average livestock weights, but usually at a lower
level.

Table 3 shows UoS. Department of Agriculture estimates of Soviet
grain production, net imports, utilization, and stock changes over the
past decade. Two patterns in the data are noteworthy: First, the
Soviet Union tends to import mainly coarse grains-roughly three-
fifths of all net imports over the period shown-intended for livestock
rather than direct human consumption. Second, in the ten annual
changes shown, only twice do net imports of all grains fail to increase
after a fall in production or decrease after an increase in production; k.
coarse grain imports behave as expected in all but one year; stocks
larger than five million tons (this threshold is used because there is a
considerable margin of error attached to such a residual estimate)
change in all years as expected-they are drawn down when production
falls and replenished when production recovers. Accordingly, the
Kremlin has recourse to the international grain market primarily to

2ln the late 1970s, investment in eneruy-meaning larly oil and gmo-was
scelmWd in relation to the growth of industrial investment generally, growing from
about 28 parcent of industrial investment in 1975-1977 to in *co of 30 pecent in
1tM9. The 11th Five Year Plan apparently contemplated a sharp increase in that share,
perhaps to as much sa 3W-40 percent by 1985. (Then Gutdben, floviest, Ena Policy:
boa Big Coal to Big Ga," in S. Bila and T. Gustafson (eds.), Russia at the Crosrodv
Te th Conerese of Oe CPSU, Geor AlMen and Unwin, London, 1962, pp. 126-127.
In the 11th Plan. investment in gas alone appears to take about 16 percent of inlastral
investment Them Gsafios. 77w Soviet Gos CanpWom Pofitic. an Policy ift Snset

t DThsia lb Rand Corpoatiomn. R-20S6-AF, June 1968, pp. 38-41). However,
tW has not been at the expeme of investment in spiculure, which is holdiag its hilh 27
persst ie of investment in the whole esosomy.
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Table 3

PRODUCTION, NET IMPORTS, UTILIZATION AND CHANGES IN STOCKS

OF GRAIN 1971-72 THROUGH 1981-2

(Million metric towe)

Total Grains and Pulses Coarse Grainsa

Produc- Net Utili- Stock Produc- Utili- Stock
Yearb tion

c  
Imports zation Change tion Imports zation Change

1971-72 181.2 1.4 181 2 72.6 3.4 76 0
1972-73 168.2 21.0 187 2 72.5 6.5 79 0
1973-74 222.5 5.2 214 14 101.0 5.5 105 1
1974-75 195.7 0.4 206 -10 99.7 1.7 100 1
1975-76 140.1 25.4 180 -14 65.8 15.6 84 -3
1976-77 223.8 7.7 221 II 115.0 3.7 116 3
1977-78 195.7 16.8 228 -16 92.6 10.7 109 -5
1978-79 237.4 12.8 231 19 105.0 9.0 113 1
1979-80 179.2 29.7 222 -13 81.0 18.6 100 0
1980-81

d  
189.2 34.3 228 - 5 81.0 18.0 101 -2

198 1-82e 160.0 46.0 206 0 72.0 25.5 98 0

SOURCE: Angel 0. Byrne et a)., "U.S.-USSR Grain Trade," in Joint
Economic Committee, U.S. Congress, Soviet Economy in the 1980s: Problems
and Prospects, Part 2, Washington, D.C., 1983, pp. 74-75.

aIncludes rye, barley, oats, corn and millet.

bbeginning July 1.

cCalendar year basis.

dprei Iminary.

USDA estimate.

buffer the oscillations of domestic production rather than in a con-
aciot policy of long term international division of labor. 3

In the wake of the Carter embargo, the Kremlin did not rush into a
crash self-sufficiency campaign, but the policy chosen was surely
colored by the embargo experience. The Brezhnev program of heavy
investment in agriculture was not acce ratsd," although the
announcement of the Food Program at the May 1982 Central Commit-
tee Plenum added considerable political weight. The political frame-
work of the Program was the security threat of excessive dependence
on importa, as Breshnev made clea.
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The Draft (Program) proceedse from the need to reduce imports of
food from capitalist countries. ... As you know, the leadership of
certain states is striving to turn ordinary commercial operations, such
as grain sale, into a means of puf "Ing pressure on our country, into
an instrument of P0lti44-1 eere We have never put up with that,
nor are we going to do so.

The objetive, however, was to reduce imports, not dispense with them
entirely."

Despite the USSR's comparative disadvantage in food production,
the Breshnev regime continued to raise agricultural investment partly
out of concern with the external threat to the security of the Soviet
food supply. But it did not attempt to achieve self-sufficiency because
of the huge costs involved.17

The Kremlin's reaction may be seen as partly vindicating the
1980-1981 embargo, although in terms different from those advanced
by the Carter administration. In early 1980, it wan hoped that the
embargo would have a direct effect on Soviet fodder supplies and there-
fore meat production, forcing a deterioration of a sensitive part of the
consumer's diet. In the event, meat production fell slightly in that
year, but a long term result was the allocation of a larger volume of
resources to agricultural investment than would have been justified by

"Ph'wds, May 25,.1982.
5 Vladimir Gursyich, an economic oberver of ths Soviet Novost ne agency,

remarked: Tbs Food Program ai argey intended to solv, the problemt of feed for live
stock. The Soviet Union has no intention of ceasig to import prain, but it does plan to
make a graihual reduction in the amounat purchased." Radio Moscow, Augiut 12, 1963.

"T'he coat of self-sfficiency has both a domestic ruble and an external hard currency
9 omonant. The domestic costs of such a policy canno be eaily quantified, but it is

apparent that any e~bi to eliminate the multiple, exogenoAs anendogenou crase of
bernest failure and fluctuation would have been very high. For even the mediocre actual

.Regr of the past decade, the Politburo has poure an enormous volume of reacs
into aoocutan, inaskading mor then a fifth of total Pose fixed investment. This dos
aft include, among other thlnpm investment in repair entrprises, agricultural reeseich
lintbsaes, and agricultural enterprises processin agricultural products. (Sea CIA.

* 8m~o* ftstc on Ow"ta Ponnetio SOV 82-ICON, Amunt 19M2 Table 8 ad 4.)
Smwith a mowe rational use of resources, complete import-avoidencs at a mderate
leveraVin availability would reqire prolonged allocaio to agriculture of a consides-

Pao Hoever, frmthis total Kremlin cotoetcluao ol aeto trc
the @Met fbad currency imports of tachnolopasar to eutain the sl-ufcec
Irog -- and the value of hard currency esports that would have to be forgone to the
@I*" wsrere I dIne 'away from export sectors. (An Padma Duda pointed out in
a lefter to doe WaN MnWe JawrA~ the WVA anals is overly restrictive in limiting the
desslos of grain I aeo to esop, partularly because of the pervasive diesquil-
Ium '. n thes* Soie sanm and hence, the multiple opportunity costa of grain produc-
dion.) On the reasonabl asmaptis that the USSR has a comparative dleadvantaus in-~ poduction, the balanoe would be neptiv.
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confidence in the reliability of Western supply, in order to achieve a
greater degree of self-sufficiency. In a period of sharply reduced overall
economic growth in the USSR, that decision necessarily involved cut-
ting into the share of some other claimant on Soviet national output.
If that claimant was the military, the result would be directly con-
sonant with Reagan administration objectives. Even if the military
were not made to bear the brunt of the reallocation, the action evi-
dently complicated Soviet decisionmaking on resource allocation, and
that too is consistent with current policy objectives. Paradoxically,
then, a failed embargo pushed Moscow in a direction that seems favor-
able to Western interests, even as currently viewed by the U.S. govern-
ment."

To sum up the merits of the "financial drain" argument: Soviet
imports of grain do expend scarce hard currency, but the imports are
not discretionary. The USSR saves resources buying grain rather than
trying for complete self-sufficiency, but fear of external dependence
limits the extent of the savings Moscow can reap. The Kremlin buys
grain abroad out of perceived need rather than in response to compara-
tive cost and price ratios. By drawing off resources from other sectors,
the Brezhnev-Andropov-Chernenko food program amounts to a partial
vindication of the 1980 U.S. embargo.

The arguments advanced above are, for the most part, narrowly
economic. The political considerations are surely as important but
considerably more speculative. If the United States sold as much grain
as the Soviet Union was willing to buy at prevailing prices, Soviet con-
sumption levels would rise, thereby possibly strengthening the legi-
timacy of the regime and the stability of the political system. The
same result might ensue from increases in labor productivity and out-
put to which consumption growth could contribute. Also, the self-
confidence of the leadership is probably enhanced by their perception
of the eaerness of the West to sell. However, some Western analysts
believe that economic reform and relaxation of political controls are
only possible in a prospering Soviet economy."

Suppose, on the contrary, that the United States refused to sell--or
allow others to sell--and had the power to enforce the decision." That

OIUh vijetm o abs 19W embaro is a* puutu hom , bcmws the embargo'.
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is far from the current reality, but at some future point it might appear
more likely. In that case, the Soviet Union would have the choice of
diverting a large volume of resources to assure minimally desired levels
of domestic grain availability or cutting consumption levels. Would
Moscow be likely to take the first option? In response to the 1980
embargo, the USSR insured minimum levels of import availability
through long term trade agreements with several countries, but it also
took steps to try to stabilize and increase domestic production. In the
face of an effective future embargo, if Moscow did not yield to the
external pressure, it might choose to tighten the national belt and
maintain a lower than normally desirable level of supply. Perhaps an
additional effort would be made to raise production, but by less than
the embargo-induced shortfall in total supply. If the Politburo chose to
clamp a lid on consumption, to protect the rate of growth of military
spending or of nonagricultural investment, it may be hazarded that
there would also have to be a considerable tightening of political con-
trols to assure stability. Most Western writers agree that liberalization
of the Soviet system would contribute to a more peaceful world. Few
believe that a neo-Stalinist reaction in the USSR would be good for the
West.

In short, selling grain to the Soviets has an apparent economic-
military disadvantage for the West that may also be a political liability.
Refusing to sell, were the refusal to be effective, would have favorable
consequences if the Politburo then promoted consumption over invest-
ment or defense. However, if the Politburo reversed the priority, the
political consequences could be unwelcome to the West. Neither
course then promises a clearly desirable political outcome, and
Adenauer's charge merits a Scotch verdict.

These are all arguments on the desirability of using grain sales as an
implement of a denial strategy. Apart from the residual uncertainty
sketched out, general denial as a part of policy in "normal" times would
have almost no support in the United States and, despite frequent
allied criticism of the rescinding of the embargo, would probably be
sharply attacked by America's allies. But what of the possibilities of
leverage?

This might be secured by offering the USSR stability of supply over
longer periods than five years, with possibly higher tonnage volumes
and perhaps a constraint on price fluctuations in either direction. The
leverage potential might be embodied in provisions for either annually
negotiated above-minimum salse at favorable prices or yearly renewa
of the whole agreement, conditional in both cases on a Soviet political
quid pro quo. There is, of course, an inherent contradiction in such an
arnment, To attract Soviet interest requires stressing the elments
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of stability, but to make possible the application of U.S. leverage
requires an opportunity to withdraw the benefits being extended. The
more Moscow succeeded in diversifying and stabilizing its sources of
supply, the more it could be expected to lose interest in the American
lure. U.S. ability to persuade major Western producer-exporters to join
it in playing a long term leverage game seems dubious. Even more
doubtful is the prospect of winning U.S. farm support for leverage ini-
tiatives.

THE FUTURE OF GRAIN SALES AS
A FOREIGN POLICY TOOL

In principle, grain sales could be used as a tool of U.S. policy toward
the USSR, for either denial or leverage, .but the feasibility of either pol-
icy in real world application is clearly small. Nevertheless, it is prob-
ably wrong to completely write off this instrument of policy. The
Soviets will continue to do things the United States (and perhaps its
allies too) will want to react to with measures short of war; the West
will continue to seek means to influence Soviet policy and behavior.
The arsenal of useful, nonviolent actions at the West's disposal for
these purposes is always smaller than it would wish. In the late 1980.
and even beyond, the Soviet Union will probably still be struggling
with its food problem. The U.S. government may well reconsider the
foreign policy potential of grain sales. From time to time, in particu-
larly irritating circumstances of Soviet misbehavior, an American
president will find recourse to some form of grain denial, as Robert
Paarlberg said of the Carter administration, "an unhappy necessity.""'
But like the 1980 episode, any future replay will probably be more an
expression of American outrage than a systematic effort at denial or
leverage.

3 1Pabar, *Lemons of the Grain Embargo,* p. 161.
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V. THE POLISH DEBT, 1981-1983

nThe West hold. a key to future events in Poland, but can't find the
lock" (a Now York investment banker).

Countries as well as companies have occasionally found themselves
unable to meet debt obligations and have sought their creditors' help to
reestablish their financial footing. Few of these events ever reached
the front pages of the world press in the past. In the early 1980., how-
ever, external debt crises suddenly mushroomed into a central concern
of international politics. The West's attention is focused now on
South American financial problems, but it all began with Poland and
the request by the Polish government in early 1981 to reschedule and
restructure its hard currency debt.

From the beginning, the ordinary financial-economic considerations
of rescheduling debt in Poland were inextricably linked to political
immes. Poland was undergoing extraordinary change in the aftermath
of the August 1980 Gdansk agreement but was also threatening to slide
into chaos. The economy was in turmoil, the Communist party was
rapidly disintegating, and the government seemed unable either to
cooperate with or repress the burgeoning Solidarity movement; the
threat of Soviet military intervention loomed constantly. In these cir-
cumstances, difficult questions confronted Western policy planners.
What forms of "conditionality" should be attached to the Western
rescheduling offers? Whom would rescheduling benefit, Poland (Soli-
darity) or the Soviet Union? Was rescheduling sufficient or did
Poland in fact need a vast new infusion of capital to survive? With
Jaruzelski's martial law coup in December 1981, rescheduling became
an issue of sharp debate in the West because it was now part and par-
cel of the West's dilemma on how to react to the crushing of the Polish
democratic movement. Should the Poles be declared in default to cut
off their sources of new credit and force the Soviets to bail them out?
Or would trigring default remove the last instrument of Western lay-
erae over Warsaw and endanger the international monetary system to
boot? What would be the efflects on other Fest uropean countries,
some of whom (Romania, Hungary) were also in various stages of
financial crisis?

This seton amnmes the isme of Western credit to Poland as an
instument of leverage or denial. Along with the Urenoi-Western
Euoe pipeline, the Polish debt became the mos hoty debated imue
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in East-West economic relations in 1981-1982. It illuminates some of
the key issues of Western policy in this arena, particularly the relation
between leverage and denial.

NEGOTIATING THE RESCHEDULING AGREEMENTS

According to Susan Sontag, Poland's current troubles can be
ascribed to "tanks and banks."' It is now conventional wisdom that in
the 1970s Western governments and banks showered Eastern Europe
with credit that could not be productively absorbed and was in fact
arply misinvested. There is considerably more to the East European
nonsuccess story than Western largesse and communist ineptness-
effects of the Western recession and inflation of the mid and late
1970s, deteriorating terms of trade with both the USSR and noncom-
munist partners, and internal political constraints, among others.2

Nevertheless, the Gierek regime's decision to attempt a growth strategy
based on imports of Western technology, along with the "liquid" state
of Western credit markets, epecially after 1973-1974, were the neces-
sary conditions for the enormous growth of Polish debt. Waraw's V
groes hard currency debt to nonsocialist countries was $1 billion at the
beginning of the 1970; by 1975 it had risen seven-fold, and in the
succeding five years the 1975 level approximately tripledL Growth of
the net debt was even more rapid.'

In March 1981, Warsaw declared a moratorium on external debt
payments and requested rescheduling from its Western creditors. The
action was surely unavoidable at that point and predictable consider-
ably earlier. In 1977 Poland's debt service ratio was already 59 per-
cent, and in the following year it was 79 percent.4 Ratios of 25 percent
or more used to trigger the alarm bells in international bank chambers.
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Agreement with the Western governments was achieved quickly, by
the end of April 1981 (the Paris Agreement). Of the estimated $2.6 bil-
lion of official debt due in that year, 90 percent was rescheduled with
respect to both principal and interest over eight years with a four year
grace period. Negotiations with the banks, however, dragged out.
Agreement was supposealy reached at the end of September to
reschedule 96 percent of the $2.4 billion principal due in 1981, again
with a four year grace period and repayment in seven semi-annual
installments thereafter, the other 5 percent was to be repaid in three
installments over 1982. Unlike the governments, the banks demanded
full liquidation of 1981 interest arrears, amounting to $500 million. It
was not until March 1982 that Warsaw finally cleared its 1981 interest
account and the agreement came into force.

The rescheduling of Poland's debt falling due in 1982 proceeded
under quite different circumstances, reflecting the influence of the
institution of martial law.5 In 1961, governments had taken the first
step and the quck rescheduling of official debt enabled the banks to
begin their negotiations with Warsaw. In 1982, however, the banks
were confronted by the refusal of the governments (the NATO min-
isterial decision of mid-January) to proceed with rescheduling negotia-
tions as a measure of sanction for martial law. For a while the bankers
waited for the governments to act first, but when such action was not
forthcoming, they reluctantly began negotiations anyhow in the sum-
mer. the

The basis of the 1981 commercial rescheduling, unlike that for offi-
cial credits, was full payment of interest arrears before rescheduling of
principal. This was still the guideline as the banks entered the 1982
negotiations, although the Poles were demanding recycling of part of
the interest. The chairman of the Dresdner Bank, however, was firm:
"I can't imagine that Poland would be awarded new credits." But the
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banks soon yielded on the principle; the only issue was how much of
the interest arrears would be recycled.6 The Poles demanded 80 per-
cent, the banks offered 50 percent. In the end, the Poles accepted 50
percent but extracted the concession of a three year revolving term,
instead of a simple one year term, for the recycled interest.

In coming to an agreement with the Poles, the banks of the NATO
countries appeared to have broken both with their governments' and
their own previously held firm principle. They not only rescheduled
Poland's debt when their governments refused to enter into any nego-
tiations for that purpose, but they extended now loans, which the
January 1982 NATO guidelines had explicitly refused to do. Although
the November 1982 agreement was not all that Warsaw had sought to
achieve, the core represented a deviation from the allied governments'
declarative policy. Why did the banks yield?

One reason was probably the Damoclean sword of formal, involun-
tary default that the bankers perceived to be constantly hanging over
them. Some 500 banks made up the coalition, and the German banks
in particular were fearful that one of the smaller, regional U.S. banks
with little stake in the "larger" goal of international financial stability
would triger a general move to declare default.'0 Some members of the
group apparently also believed that the Poles were sufficiently
desperate that they would unilaterally declare a moratorium on debt
repayments unless they were given new credits. (Actually, Warsaw had

current accmunt balance of payments (assuming no other capital transactions). With
rcyclin the obligation can be met with a ero current account balance. The only alter-
natvee apart fom reaseduling. ar moratorium. forgivenee or default on the debt.
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some limited exchange resources; it was withholding payments of
accrued interest in order to pry a better agreement out of the banks.11

A second reason was that the sharp edge of the Polish cris was
being worn off by the development of still larger debt problems in
Latin America. "Purely optically, Poland's debts just don't look that
awesome any more," remarked a West German banker.12 Perhaps a
more important factor than just the change in perceived relative scale
may have been a weakening of the negotiating stance of the U.S.
banks. In 1961, they had been harder-nosed than their European col-
leagu sand the Je exposed position of the U.S. banks relative to the
Germans had strengthened the American position. U.S. banks were
more heavily exposed in Latin America and the German banks were
quick to point this out: "We've been taken out of the line of fire," a
West German banker said. "Poland's debt is large, for an individual
bank here, but it's peanuts compared to what Latin America means to
some U.S. banks." "

Bankers were also concerned about follow-on reechodulings. It had
become clear very quickly that Poland was a long way from an
economic recovery that would permit resumption of debt service. Few
doubted that almost all of Poland's outstanding commercial debt would
have to be rescheduled as it fell due. "There's no sense in forcing them
to ruin," a banker declared, "when we have loans coming due in 1983
aMd 1984 to worry about."14

Considering Poland's dismal economic performance in 1982-1983
and its highly uncertain prospects for the future, why would the bank-
on go through the trouble of prolonged negotiations to postpone pay-
mente they might never receive anyhow? According to one Western
banker, most of his colleagues did not in fact believe that the Polish
loans would ever be repaid. The banks amply had a material interest
in postponing the day they were required to write off the Ioans. The
further off that day, apparently, the better. Inflation would reduce the
real size of the principal relative to other assets on the banks' balance
sheets. In the meantime, of course, the banks would still be getting
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some interest. "It's now come down merely to a game we are playing
with numbers," the banker said. 15

Finally, and despite the inconsistency of the banks' behavior with
the NATO governments' declaratory policy, it does not appear that the
governments were pressuring the banks to act otherwise. Not even the
U.S. government was interested in triggering an involuntary default;' s

it was, in fact, paying off the few claims presented to the Commodity
Credit Corporation for missed principal or interest installments. The
general argument was that the Poles should not be permitted to escape
their international financial obligations, and denying them the excuse
for a unilateral moratorium or complete default would retain leverage
for the West over Polish internal policy. Bankers privately snickered
over the latter claim, but for obvious reasons they ardently endorsed
the former argument. It was not incredible, therefore, that in the
midst of bitter political struggle within Poland and in the arenas of
East-West relations, the Polish Finance Minister boasted about his
good relations with the bankers. "We speak a common language," he
declared. "We never talk about politics when negotiating with the
Western bankers. This is good." 7

In any case, the Polish government drew a lesson from the 1982
experience. It informed the Parliament in early 1983 that aU of the
principal maturing in the three-year period 1983-1985, as well as
increasing shares of the interest due, would have to be rescheduled.18

Moreover, Warsaw asked the banks for rescheduling over 20 years with
no payments before 1990, in addition, the Poles requested a larger
share of interest recycled as new credit." This was evidently a nego-
tiating ploy, but it worked, for the agreement ironed out in the summer
rescheduled (the now-customary) 95 percent of the 1983 principal, but
with a five year grace period (up from four years) over ten years
(instead of 7-1/2 years), and 66 percent (instead of 50 percent) of the

14haderick Kempo, "Poland Seeks 20-Year Tern to Pay Debts," Wag 8~e Jurra
June 14. 1963. See also now 25 below.
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interest due was recycled. Poland failed only to get a block reschedul-
ig of its 1984 and 1985 debt.2

THE DEBATE ON DEFAULT

How should the West have acted in relation to the Polish debt? Or
was there no choice? Were the banks and governments effectively
prtisoners of the Polish crisis ("the debtor always has the leverage in
the last analysis"-a New York investment bankers)? Or was there
leverage potential in the crisis that for one or another reason was
allowed to slip by unused?

Motivations for Default

The central question in the U.S. public debate in early 1982 con-
cerned the wisdom of deliberately triggering default. Declaring default
is on the face of it a demand for payment. For that purpose it makes
sense only if the debtor has both an incentive to pay and the means to
do so. The first is often-perhaps almost always-present in interna-
tional borrowing. But the second is frequently absent, hence the rarity
of default relative to rescheduling. In the Polish case, none of the pro-
ponents of default was under the illusion that the Poles were conceal-
ing substantial hard currency assets; it was universally recognized that
in the short term Polish ability to pay was at rock bottom.

But was Poland insolvent or merely illiquid? Was the inability to
develop a hard currency surplus on current account temporary, because
of the dislocations of 1980-1981, or was the stagnation much more _
deeply rooted in the structure of Polish economic organization?

Poland was obviously iliquid, but some bankers at first hoped that
the "discipline" of martial law would quickly remedy the "excesses" of
recent years. If cash flow was the only issue, rescheduling might be
sufficient as well as necessry. But the gap between Polish trade pros-
pects and the required debt service loomed ever larger, even with mar-
tial law and under the repayment schedules that were being discussed
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in 1982-1983. Most Western commentators discounted the much-
heralded Jaruzelaki reforms. No projections of Polish export eamnings
indicated a margin over imports in the 1980. sufficient to keep current
on the interest due on a $25 billion debt, much less to repay princi-
pal.' On balance of payments grounds, Warsaw's demands in 1983 forI
extended rescheduling were hardly surprising.2 '

If Poland was insolvent, the miedium term rescheduling. of 1981 and
1982 seemed a waste of time and effort, and we can readily understand
the sense of some of the bankers that they were caught up in "a game
with numbers." If so, why not call a default a default and end the
charade?w

The motivations for forcing default were largely political, and there
were two main lines of argument. The first stressed the need to punish
Warsaw for the imposition of martial law, to secure the amelioration of
the martial law regime as quickly as possible, and to deter further
repressive measures against Solidarity and the population. Declaring
default would mean denial of credit to Poland not just in the present
but also in the indefinite future; this would accomplish the punishment
objective. The goals of deterrence and improvement of the current
situation presumably required some expectation that the credit
embargo would be lifted-perhaps even that this would be followed by
extension of substantial additional credits-but these aspects were not
often mentioned by American proponents of default,2

Si fct, the debt would be increlsng in the mWId-16, if only becaume of the ncy-
cling ot interest. In 1981, Polan belaced its trae. with bard currency pater. and in
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The most popular justification of default was the belief that it would
force the USSR to discharge Poland's obligations to the West (and
perhaps also those of other countries in Eastern Europe that might
experience financial crisis). To most proponents of default, the
declaration represented a form of protest against the Soviet Union's
moral responsibility for Poland's troubles and an effort to force Mos-
cow to pay for its behavior.

The West has no political or economic interest in making ife easier
for a neo-Stalinist regime. The blunt message should be that if the
Russians insist on having such a regime in Warsaw they should pay
the full price for it, which means taking over the full burden of
Poland's economy and paying its debts .7

To the cost imposition and vaguely deterrent components of this
strand of support for default might be added the argument of those
who sought measures of general denial of resources to the USSR. If
Moscow were forced to shoulder Polish and East European debt bur-
dra, the economic strain would take its toll on the Soviet military
buildup: The Kremlin could not afford to continue building up its mili-
tary forces at 4-6 percent per year while providing extensive aid to
Eastern Europe and maintainin domestic consumption standards as
well as investment for future growth."

In the range of arguments against declaring default, the most
influential if als the most nixlous was the charge that it would
threaten the stability of the international financial system. Prominent
international bankers spoke of a possible "domino effect"-a panicky
move by the banks to impose default on other countries who got
behind in their debt repayment& Others used the term "ripple effects"
and warned that Polish default might engulf all of Eastern Europe and
perhaps spill over as far afield as Brazil or Zaire. There was much talk
of "credit panic" with allusions to the 1930s. It was alleged that
deault would do more damage to the West than to Poland.

It was difficult to maintain clarity in this debate because of the
inherent uncertainties of a rar event and the absence of reliable infor-
mation. Two interrelated aspects of the question seemed particularly
murky-the proese of default and the effects of default on the
declarer, the other Western creditors, and Eastern Europe.
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How Would Default Take Place?

If the U.S. government wanted to force Poland into default, the
most direct route was simply to invoke the "exceptional circumstances"
clause of the April 1981 Paris agreement. It was not self-evident that a
U.S. government declaration of default on its loans to Poland would
inevitably knock over all the Polish dominoes, public and private. The
argument required, first, that the other 15 members of the Paris Club
follow the U.S. government in declaring default, that the major banks
then invoke force majeure clauses in their loans, and that cross-default
provisions come into play to make the default general. There was
nothing automatic about this chain. It is quite possible that most of
the other governments in the Paris Club would not have followed suit,
and perhaps that was an important factor in the U.S. government's
decision not to use that privilege.2

Alternatively, +he administration could have called in loans that
became delinquent in 1982, selectively or generally. But if the object
was to trigger a more general default declaration, a more direct route
was available. The U.S. government could have demanded a default
declaration before paying off on government loan guarantees to private
banks. Some bankers argued that in such a contingency, they probably
would swallow the loss rather than comply: Assuming that declaring
default on guaranteed loans to Poland required an equivalent declara-
tion with regard to all other Polish loans in a bank's portfolio, and if
the banks had more uncovered than covered paper, they would want to
avoid triggering cross-default, in the belief that preventing formal
default increased their chances of eventually being repaid. However,
some of the smaller banks could probably have been persuaded to
accede to the government's demand.

Washington's leverage was weakened by the small exposure of both
the private and public U.S. creditors. U.S. government direct credits
and guarantees accounted for less than $2 billion of the total $25 bil-
lion Polish hard currency debt at the end of 1981; the amount of
unguamanteed debt to U.S. private creditors was only $1.3 billion.30

% lme opponents of defult contedd that a unilatsWl U.S. declaration would remlt
in other creditor overnmenta being paid off Art, if and when the Polse were able to
repay. However, the -mie of the Parie agreement wa in fact that those who declared
debult took preedenc in any future repayments over thorn who diW not.

"reasTir, and State Department Backgpound Paeir on Poland's Financial and
Deonaoi Stuton for tho hmpsan Sobcostse of t&o Senate Forsig Relations
Cesassei" Jammy 27, 1962 (hereafter, r .eweuy-State i4oduound Pqpwe). The
mlial credit outtanding was diubuemd a floms (billio dollsr)
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U.S. refusal to join other governments in negotiation to reschedule
1982 (and later) official Polish debt could not have been expected to be
sufficient in itself to trigger default. In the first months of 1982, the
banks were reluctant to negotiate a 1982 rescheduling unless there was
again a comparable, and previously negotiated, arrangement on official
credit. But if the Western governments refused to do so, it would have
been foolish to believe that the banks would not initiate negotiations
for rescheduling at some point.

In brief, the Reagan administration could certainly have forced a
state of default on direct U.S. government loans and perhaps also on
government guaranteed credits. But the link to general default on all
of Poland's debt to the West was at least uncertain and possibly
unlikely.

There was much speculation in early 1982 that default would take
place in the United States autonomously. Some pointed to the possible
role of bank auditors and bank examiners of various regulatory agen-
cies. Others counted on the likelihood of Polish arrears on 1982 com-
mercial interest reaching legal thresholds (60 or 90 days-the regula-
tions varied), which would force some banks to declare default. It was
suggested that the Comptroller of Currency could place banks failing to
declare default on a "criticized list," but this seemed unlikely after the
1981 rescheduling agreement was signed: The blacklisting would then
appear to be based solely on foreign policy grounds, and the banks
might feel confident that they could safely refuse to go along.

If the 1982 rescheduling dragged out, it was suggested that stock-
holders could pressure a bank's management to take the tax writeoff
rather than wait indefinitely for a dubious repayment. But because the
tax writeoff paid less than 50 cents on the dollar, i,, long as banks
could persuade themselves they had an even chance of having the
interest payments met, they were better off stringing along with the
consortium. Perhaps one or more banks would decide to break ranks
because they perceived a unique and fleeting opportunity to recoup a
large fraction of their outstanding loan balances by access to particular
Polish assets. One or more of the 60 U.S. banks could very plausibly
we reasons to seek refuge for themselves. This theoretical possibility
was magnified by the involvement of another 400 to 450 banks abroad.
In this network, there appeared to be nontrivial possibilities for trigger-
ing the alarm that would spread through cross-default. The probability
of autonomous default action seemed inversely related to the
expectation of extracting interest and principal payments from the
Poles. The passing of time without formal rescheduling would erode
such expectatioms.

4 ~
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The likelihood of autonomous default also depended on one's
interpretation of the cement holding the banks together. Apart from
embarrassment at the acknowledgment of bad judgment and the gen-
eral calculation of a creditor when faced with a debtor having few
assets but some earning power, the bankers' opposition to default
rested on the fear of "ripple effects." That fear stayed the hand of
larger or stronger banks who otherwise would have been tempted to
take their tax writeoffs and run. It might have been less effective in
constraining smaller or weaker banks, but they were evidently held in
line by their bigger allies.

The Effect of Default on West and East

It is not known whether the U.S. government was fully aware of
these uncertainties or how seriously it regarded them. Contemporary
reportage indicates that in deciding against a declaration of default in
early 1982, the U.S. government was motivated largely by fears for the
international financial system and concern about the views of its allies:

[The administration) consulted Western European leaders and bank-
as in the United States and Europe. All strongly urged against the
dfault declaration, fearing that it would sot off other default declara-
tions against Poland, particularly in West Germany, which has a
much larger stake than American banks. If this happened, no one
was oum where it might erA The [U.S.] participats were not necm-
maily convinced that all this would transpire but they recognized that

the situation was tricky and full of imponderables, and they were
under a gnat deal of presure from the banking community and the
allies to refrain from declaring a default.aa

To what extent, in fact, would the Western creditors have been
threatened by an American default declaration? How likely was a
spillover of default on other East European or even third world debt?
The answers were ultimately speculative, but an examination of the
sizm and distribution of the Polish debt provides some insight.

For technical reasons, there is some variance in the figures on the
size and structure of the Polish debt appeuing in the published
sources. Table 4 shows the Polish government's presentation for a
general notion of the situation at the end of 1981, as martial law was
declared. The total hard currency dt, of all maturities, exceeded $25
billion poe. Of this, a little over $2 billion (apparently all medium
&d long team) was owed within the communist bloc. The net debt to
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Table 4

POLANDS HARD CURRENCY DEBT, END 1961'
(Million U.S. dollaus)

Gross, medium and long term 24,306

Owed to: developed West 19,446
developing countries 2,669

subtotal:

nonsocialist countries 22,115
socialist countries 2,191

Gross, short termb 1,147

Total gross 25,453

Deposits in Western banks 764

Net, to nonsocialist countries 22,493 c

SOURCE: WEFA, Centrally Planned Econoaies Current

Analysis, No. 70, September 1, 1982, and No. 93,
November 23, 1982.

aExcluding interest arrears.
bOwed mostly to the developed West.

cWEFA has evidently added all short term debt to the

medium and long term debt before subtracting Polish
deposits in Western banks to obtain the figure for net
debt. However, between the calculated difference and
the net debt figure in the table is a discrepancy of

$5 million.

nonsocialist countries was only 80.8 billion lees than the pros s.3
Aecording to a U.8. government set of f1gure, which do not quite
match those shown in Table 4 in date (or probably in source), about 40
percent of the total pes had currency debt was owed directly to offi-
cial creditors; another quarter represented government-guaranteed
loans, the residual 35 percent was unuaranteed private sector credit.aa

MM die tab.s ma hteau of baud mmrucy smaa (fOig uuchamp isw v pM)
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Accordingly, les than about $10 billion of Polish debt reflected
unguaranteed private sector exposure. As already noted, the U.S. com-
mercial exposure was only a small fraction of this amount, $1.3 billion.
This was shared by some 60 U.S. banks; individual exposure was at
most under $200 million, equal to or less than 5 percent of equity capi-
tal.3 '

The exposure of European, particularly German, banks was in many
cames considerably greater. A wide range of figures on German bank
exposure appeared in the press, but the following figures for the four
leading creditors seem credible (million dollars):W

Total Including
Bank Loma Nonaguanteed

Bank fur Gemeinwirtachaft 420 343
Comueribank 400 265
Deutsche Bank 310 200
Dresdner Bank 300 180

No matter how it took place, default was not likely to place any of
the American banks in jeopardy. A few German banks were in some-
what greater danger. If additional East European states would default
too, the threat to banks on both sides of the Atlantic could become sig-
nificant. But what would the effects be? Some observers believed in
early 1982 that the danger of a credit panic was substantial, if existing
intercentral bank safety mechanisms were not adequate to contain and
dampen the shock to Eurmarket flows that could result from whole-
asle declaration of default on the Polish debt. Others asserted that
contingency plans in fact existed and could be implemented in timely K
fashion. Given the substantial state involvement in banking in France

34Julie Salmon and Gary Puta, "Dob Comrning Polish Debt Paymte Raim
Qustlow About U.S. Dank Leading" Wai Stret Journal, December 1& 1961. The
Federe Fnancw Emnatione Council rpoted that in i-i19S1 U.S. comerca
bam had $2 billo of lam outstandin (guaranteed ad ungusmteed) p en a"i-
tioml 1O0 .ieo in undisuued comatments. Of the total, 72 pe-oent were
nesoeed for by the sop nine baks (Dank of Amae, Citibea. Chase Manhaetta,
Manifectra Hanoer. Moqpn Guaroty, Continental lln Ch micaL Banka
Trust, ed First National of Chlcago), or about $200 mllion Per bank. iftee bam
had m 11Pem t -hare in the total (averaoe eqpoure, $19 million) and the remmining
17 pe Fan wee smr by all other baks. Cited in WIWFA CPS Cau"r Aabwlia 3:4/5,
Jemomy 17, 1m.

"New Yoe Th, January 13, 196. For other eatmata we Wag fst Jouwm
Desember 16. 1961, amd Decmber 24, 1961 (John M. Geddes, *Germ Banks FearM
m L lame); "The Gema ' Sky-Hig PolWh Debts," 77w &BsmiK
December 19, II.
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and Austria, it was expected that those governments would intervene
at an early juncture. The Federal Republic should also have been able
to find the executive and legislative means to cushion the blow to its
lending institutions.36

As for Eastern Europe--or, more remotely, debtors in th, third
world-the argument of inevitable spread of the default seemed only
speculative. Some doubted altogether there would be much of a "ripple
effect" in Eastern Europe, on the grounds that the credit market "now
expects it and has already substantially discounted it.'37 Among those
who took the prospect more seriously, the threat was sensed only
vaguely, little evidence was produced in public to sketch out the likely
scenarios. Had they been drawn, such scenarios would have built on
the psychopathology of international banking, which was so brilliantly
illuminated over the last decade: rapid withdrawal from exposure even
in markets not immediately threatened succeeding the credit extension
binge of the early and mid-1970s. But governments need not have
behaved as irrationally. Indeed, they were sensible enough to step in
and avert a rescheduling-default crisis when Hungary was almost
stripped of short term liquidity in 1982.U The presumption of an inev-
itable domino effect in Eastern Europe therefore depended on a belief
in the impotence or indifference of the Western governments. Even in
early 1962 the assumption seemed unwarranted. A major debt crisis in
the third world on top of the East European troubles, however, could
have strained Western government resources in a period of general
economic depression. In fairness to the "ripple-effect" opposition to
declared default, one must concede that *the situation wus tricky and
full of imponderable.' in Leslie Gelb's words, and the costs of guessing
wrong seemed high.

Default and Neaw Default
The necessary condition of fulfillment of the punitive or deterrent

purposes of a declaration of default was the -urtailment of credit to

"Nom ine smalal law, dos 19M I= budget elloof..d DM1 bilo to coam
msisied buss homnee ustos emAWa Polish Woam The Th.. (Lod). October
2. 1961. rho bga Germn hals so esid specil tras fo hei* risk debts.
Reass, Much 31, 1l62t Powe Msstwom. -Ccmmuobmik to Raise Polish Debt Provi-
iou, Ptwmia Thuse Sopeuub 7, 1668. Tem reserves would not hav covere a
aefts do&* is 1Wl but ma Ahunes eiveaeedthe Ger n a-stra benk sad the
Sessio geeumovouldomvedy to resceeiwesley ma's of the pom

"fishd Paes, 88hmli Poled Now Go Duot? 77w Gwrio (London., March 30,

ucIs. ere 'Ruscsdslft the DebN of CHIA Countise Aaausolid,
SWIM8S PP. 1U-14 Serdsnei Humps e~s vrsm wit of Rmi.,
w"tu was head to resohsdsds It ment be aid to the hels' e it dth they
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Poland and, depending on one's preferences, to the other communist
countries, including the USSR. East European and Soviet needs for
credit were assumed to be large enough to make the denial of new
loans a painful sanction and possibly sufficient to force a change in
policy.

But if restriction of credit flows was the objective in early 1982, this
was already in progress. Two years of discussion of Polish debt
rescheduling, the Polish economic and political crises of 1980-1981,
and economic recession with high interest rates in the West sharply
altered East-West credit market conditions. If Poland were formally
placed in default, new credits would become available only after provi-
sion was made for rescheduling and repaying the defaulted debt (ignor-
ing the political issue of the internal Polish situation). This was in
fact the case in early 1982: Poland was unable to obtain new medium
or long term loans and had difficulty even rolling over its short term
obligations. Uncertainties about the creditworthiness of other East
European countries also surfaced, especially after Romania opened
negotiations for rescheduling. The supply of credit to all of Eastern
Europe was tight, and the credit stringency affected even the USSR.39
Loans by the Bank of International Settlements area banks, the major
developed country lenders, to Eastern Europe excluding the USSR
declined from $65.1 billion at the end of 1981 to $49.0 billion six
months later, a shrinkage of 11 percent. Soviet debt dropped 9 percent
in the first half and 3 percent in the second half of 1982.40

A state of ner default developed in 1982 that approached a situa-
tion of actual default in terms of its influence on the supply price of
credit to Poland and the rest of Eastern Europe (lss so with respect to
the USSR). Near and actual default were also closely related in
respect to effects on the lenders. The probability that the West would
be repaid depended on Poland's future need for credit, as well as on its
hard currency earning capacity. If Warsaw were able to manage
without fresh loans from the West, its incentive to undertake and ful-
fill commitments under rescheduling would be sharply diminished;
formal default would not substantially reduce the likelihood of repay-
ment. With unprecedented shrinkage in total output-net material
product declined in each of the four years 1979-1982, and at an

*'iM shrinkap of credit flom wa in propes even bifoe mesatl law in Polend
Bormerwin by commit cpontries (echaing China) in the syndicad loan markt
dropped atealy from near $4 billion In IM7$ to little ova $1 billion in 1981. PbusciuI

iss, December 28,191.
WKVWA, CPX Current Anasik 3.45/46, June 17, 18. There wm almot no cheap
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accelerating rate in 1979-1981-and considerable dependence on
Western imports for current production, Poland badly needed new hard
currency loane. In fact, the Jaruzelski regime attempted to extract
fresh credits from the West, as we have seen. Its future needs were
likely to be at least as great. So long as near default was maintained,
the leverage of credit withholding promised to have some weight.
Poland's assets abroad available for seizure were small, which
decreased both the prospect of payoff from formal default and the
debtor's incentive to prevent it.

As already suggested, the difference between default and near
default in terms of effect on the banks depends partly on tax
provisions--on the point of the default process where loases of interest
and deferred (fractional) payment of principal can be written off
sainet tax liabilities--and institutional arrangements of financial
regulation. The tightening of credit under near default results not only
from downgrading borrower creditworthiness but also from reduction in
the affecte banks' lending ability through depreciation of the assets
represented by the delinquent loans. The differences from the state of
formal default appear to be a matter of degree.

If near default retained the lenders' leverage without incurring the
possibly large damage to the international financial system, the argu-
ment for formal declaration of fault seemed undermined. Not so,
according to American banker Felix Rohatyn. The credit curtailment
would soon evaporate, he predicted. "The dynamics of the present
situation inevitably lead to new commercial credits to protect the old
one "" To a limited extent, Rohatyn was right, of course, as the com-
mercial reschedulings of 1982 and 1983 showed. He may be proved
even more far-sighted in the future." Whether in retrospect this would
vindicate the proponents of default is, however, another matter, to
which we return shortly.

So far the credit situation has been viewed almost entirely with
respect to the banks. It is necessary to look at the government dimen-
don, too. The government actions of early 1962 were intended to
tighten the credit constraints on Poland In fact they appeared to have
a diffent effect.

In the debare in early 1982 on whether to declare default, a major
opposing arpmmt was that default would deprive the United States of
its leeap over Polish (and Soviet) policy. Of course, default would
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not absolve the Poles of their debt service obligations, contrary to me
of the claims made at the time; Warsaw would remain legally obligated
to pay. Depending on the extent to which other lenders followed the
U.S. government action, default would also make it more difficult for
the Poles to gain access to new credits without satisfying political con-
ditions. Nevertheless, critics argued, Warsaw could remove the issue of
external debt management from its policy agenda until it decided to get
back into the credit market and had the means to attract a reschedul-
ing offer from its creditors. Once deployed, therefore, the weapon of
default declaration used up the leverage potential contained in the
threat to deploy the weapon. Of course, there was a delicate issue of
credibility in such a position. If the borrower believed that the lender
accepted the argument of los of leverage on use, the threat to declare
default would rapidly lose credibility. Moreover, those who argued the
speriority of the threat over its execution avoided specifying the con-
ditions under which the threat would have to be executed, strengthen-
ing the impression that they were opposed to declaring default under
most foreseeable conditions.

Once the U.S. government decided not to declare default, an embar-
rassing paradox developed The public statements declared that
default was avoided in order to retain leverage, but the refusal to
reschedule Polish loans coming due in 1982 released the leverage. A
State Department memo written immediately after the December 1981
coup is supposed to have declare& "We believe our economic leverage
on the Poie is maximized if they must contend with meeting their
Western debt obligations."0 And, it was argued, "the suspension of
consideration of negotiations on rescheduling 1982 Polish debt allows
us to pursue the collection of those debts'" But how? Presumably, it
was hoped that refusal to reschedule would accelerate the drying up of
new credit flows, thereby imperilling Polish recovery chances and
inucingl Warsaw to make political concessions in exchange for access
to Western credit.

Thrmhout 1982 and well into 1983 the NATO governments held
fast to their refusal to negotiate with Jaruselski on rescheduling until
the three conditions of their January 1982 declaration were met. The
eect, however, was to free the Polish government of any need to make
payments of interest or principal on its official debt. Warsaw struggled
through with minim inflows of new loam Instead of imposing addi-
tional costs on the martial law regime, the NATO government actions
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eased Warsaw's balance of payments problem. No default plus no
rescheduling added up to a reward for bad behavior.4 Between the
governments' passivity and the banks' growing concessions on
rescheduling conditions, near default appeared to be unravelling.

The Bottom Line: Would the Soviet Umbrella Open?

Even if near default continued to operate, the direct effects on the
USSR, reduced access to credit, were only marinal; and there seemed
to be no force impelling Moscow to help Poland redeem its credit
standing. Near default, therefore, seemed to miss the main point of
declaring default, which was to impose costs on the Soviet Union and
even to alter its behavior in Poland and Eastern Europe. This could
have happened only if announcing default forced the Kremlin to
assume the debts of its floundering allies. But would Moscow have

peed to extend its umbrella? Little evidence was put forward to sup-
port such a prognosis, and much in the Soviet behavior and condition
cast substantial doubt on it. Why should the Politburo wish to bail out
Poland, whose economic course during the 1970s it viewed with misiv- f
ings and whose standard of living was already regarded by ordinary

SRussians as bought at Soviet expense?
It is now argued that Moscow has been heavily subsidizing Eastern

Europe by accepting lees than world market prices for exports of Soviet
fuel and raw materials and paying better than world market prices for

East European machinery and consumer goods.4 Theme are therefore
implicit rather than direct subsidies and reflect the opportunity costs
of Soviet-East European trade flows. TIh subsidies are largely autono-
mows consequences of CEMA pricing arrangements-particularly the
lag of intra-CEMA oil prices, set on a five year world market average,
behind the sharp jump in OPEC prices during the 1970s. It is evident
that a large sham of the subsidies generated at those times was unex-
pected and undesired. Also, as OPEC prices have sabilized, CEMA oil
prices have caught up and produced unfavorable terms-of-trade
changes for Eastern Europe.

The Soviet leadership is undoubtedly aware of the opportuni costs
of its CEMA trade and has allowed the arrangement to persist, so the
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subsidies may "in part, represent a conscious decision by the Soviet
political leadership to trade at terms favorable to Eastern Europe. 47 If
so, Moscow may conceivably take action to eam the pain of East Euro-
pean countries now experiencing a transformation of the direction of
the import subsidy.

Direct Soviet aid to Poland, a factor in 1980-1981, was conspicuous
by its absence in 1982-1983. After the institution of martial law, the
First Deputy President of Poland's trade bank claimed that Moscow
had allowed generous repayment terms, including a five year grace
period, on the $1 billion Poland owed the Soviet Union.46 The Soviet
credit of $465 million, given in 1981, he described as a "noninterest
bearing nonrepayable" gift.4 Poland's trade deficit with the socialist
countries grew rapidly in 1980-1981. But the Soviet policy was
reversed after martial law. Warsaw reported the dollar value of
Poland's gross medium and long term debt to all socialist countries as
only $2.2 billion at the end of 1981; Wharton estimates that six
months later it had decreased by $100 million.' Aid embodied in the
trade deficit that Poland ran with socialist countries declined sharply.
The trade deficit with the Soviet Union was cut 60 percent in 1982; the
not inflow of resources from the USSR, adjusted for price change, fell
almost 86 percent. This reflected an 8 percent decline in the terms of
trade, following a 6 percent decline in 1981.51

In Poland's time of acute need Moscow was demonstrating no
urgency in coming to Warsaw's assistance. The opposite was true; the
Kremlin was cutting its foreign aid to Poland. How could it then be

'47 ameo and Vano. 8oiot Policy Option .. .." p. 106. Masoo and VMM st-
am* Poladf' share o( the accumulated sum of subsidies during 100-1978 as 85 percent
slar as C- coaloia's and only 40 percent of REt Gorman's; Poland' ohm is.

hm,., o0 pe01 t larger than Hungay's and evrs times laer thmn Bulgaria's
41bid. p. 106.
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assumed that a declaration of default would induce the Politburo to do
a complete about face? Moreover, why would Soviet leader. wish to be
su undertaking to save captut bankers from the consequences of
their folly? A rescue operation for Poland and Western bankers would
be all the more undesirable for the signal it would send of probable
Soviet readiness to support other East European economies that might
experience financial difficultiw It did not take much knowledge of the
Soviet balance of payments situation to recognize that even if it
wanted to Moscow could not possibly afford to hold its umbrella open
for any and all of its allies caught out in the rain.2

It was much more likely that Moscow would exploit a Western
declaration of default as a means to force Poland to bear the dominant
share of its recovery costs. Blaming Western perfidy and drawing a
picture of coordinated Western conpiecy in bold strokes, the Kremlin
could demand sacrifice for the sake of preservation of the socialist
commonwealth, not just from Poland but from the other East Euro-
pean members as well. Poland's trade orientation would surely have
turned sharply to the East, and although that was already taking place
under the near default conditions of 1982, the effects of formal default
could be expected to be much more comprehensive and lasting. It was
difficult to find political comfort for the West in such a development.

Failure to declare formal default, then, did nothing to put the Soviet
Union on the Polish financial hook. But it seems highly doubtful that
declaring default would have succeeded in doing that either.

LESSONS OF THE CRISIS

It is difficult to conclude that Western policy scored a success in the
Polish debt crisis. Poland was cut off from sources of substantial new
credits, other than short term loans; the credit siuee did affect most
of Eastern Europe and even to some extent the USSR However, this
was les the result of a deliberate allied policy to impose costs on the
communist bloc in punishment for the Polish repreion than of the
shocked raction of the banks to the Warsaw govemment's moratorium
declamtion in ealy 1901 and their belated reonition of the scale of
their overeztenails. ara law was lifted in the summr of 1963 and
mat of the imtsaess mwe reAss-e-, but Solidity has bee. largely
crsed and there is no sip of negotiations among the Church, the

veSment, and fte tade unionism Whatever improvement has
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taken place in the internal political situation may be explained as
easily in terms of the regime's domestic consideration as with reference
to the pressure of the external sanction. In any cam, Soviet control
has returned to Poland and appears unchallengd.

A general evaluation of Western policy in East-West relations is not
the concern of this report. Our interest is to assess the implications
for the use of leverage or denial as policy instruments. The starting
point of such an assessment is that although governments, particularly
the United States, spoke of the Polish debt as providing leverage for
the West, they did not pursue a systematic leverage policy. Neither
was there a systematic denial policy. The Polish government claims
that Western sanctions cost the country over $10 billion in lost output
during 1982-1983." But the primary damage was done by the credit
freeze, resulting from the undirected action of banks in many different
countries. The banks were not an instrument of U.S. or allied policy
and could not have served as such except in pursuit of their private
objectives.

Accordingly, the denial of credit was by no means complete and the
leverage potential of Polish need for credit was weakly exploited.
Several factors must be identified as playing an important part:

" The credit squeeze was "decoupled" from the internal Polish
situation by the success of the martial law repression. In both
1982 and 1983, by slashing imports from the West, regardless of
the effect on consumption and investment, Warsaw achieved a
surplus in its hard currency trade balance. The Jaruzelski
government was therefore under lo pressure to seek substan-
tial Western economic help.

" Failure of the allied governments to reschedule official oblige-
tions relieved Warsaw of a nonnegligible portion of its debt ser-
vice obligations.

" In the bargaining between the banks and the Polish govern-
meat, it was the latter that was successful in exerting leverage.
In early 1982, it was unthinkable that Poland would be given
additional credits By the nd of 1963, 68 percent of interest
obligations were being recycled and the other terms of the
reecheiling were markedly easier. Poland made no conces-
sions on iternal policy for the gains. The Western govern-
ments made little or no atmpt to influence the banks' pos-
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* The threat of declaring default could hardly have been taken
seriously in Warsaw because it probably recognized both the
intense division within the allied ranks and the U.S.
government's own hesitations about using the default weapon.

" Ultimately, a serious leverage policy would have had to involve
the promise of substantial economic aid along with an effective
threat of credit denial or even subsequent to a declaration of
default. The threat of denial was limited in scope and credibil-
ity, but the promise of aid was conspicuous by its absence. The
U.S. govet.ament would not consider discussing aid to Poland
while the democratic movement was being crushed.54

There are seasoned analysts who argue that Poland was too impor-
tant to Moscow for any sanctions to have made a difference in the Pol-
ish events. "To put the matter bluntly," one writer asms. ed, "U.S.
economic incentives cannot hasten nor penalties compel the Soviet and
Polish governments to return Poland to the pre-December 1981 status
quo."' That was not the only possible goal of a leverage strategy,
which might more prudently have aimed at a substantial amelioration
of the post-December 1981 status. But if leverage is created by asym-
metrical dependence," there could be few situations in which the
potential for leverage was as great as in the Polish debt crisis. The
West was unable even to test the possibilities of exploiting that poten-
tial, because it could not agree on either the desirability of the objec-N
tive or the strategy for pursuing the goal.

"Some observers have argued that an offer of substantial eonom aid to Poland
before maa law could have saved the democratic movement or at lemt potpomed the
crackdown Others ar skepticel tha the ofter, it made, could have been accepted, or
tha the sid could have come in sumffet time nd amount to have made a dscernbl
diffMence to the actial outcem.

'Charls Gati 'olish Fvhr, Weste Optsos" Foegn Affai 61:2, Winter
1982. .304-306. 0Go1 belies that when the tiUm com for OKadserition" of
Polm the Woo en ast leverage with both cams sad stiek, to turn the prmem to
the advantage of the Polish people and the West (p. 307).

"'It Is the aymmsestr in dqmdae that ar mast Wy to pmvide sours of
hnuase fior actor in deaMli with oe mother." Rebet 0. Keobooe and Joseph 8. Ny,
Paw sad Ia~qisdma Wwu enies P m uns Little, Brown, Boio, 1977, pp.
10-11.
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VI. A NOTE ON THE GAS PIPELINE
CONTROVERSY

The idea of a major project to ship West Siberian gas to Western
Europe emerged in the mid-1970s. A prime attraction to Europeans
was the opportunity to diversify energy sources of supply in the wake
of the 1973-1974 embargo and explosion of oil prices. But the reces-
sion of the late 1970, underscored the second lure of the deal-
opportunity for large sales of pipe, compressors, and associated equip-
ment to the Soviet Union. In tandem these apparent advantages
created a powerful European drive to consummate the deal in the teeth
of American opposition (which, to be sure, did not become adamant
until the Ottawa summit conference in July 1981) and in disregard of
Soviet domestic or foreign policy behavior.1

American opposition suffered from several major handicaps:

1. The professed reasons for opposition varied over time. ind the
weight accorded different reasons in the later period also
varied, thus helping to confuse the Western publics and
detracting from the credibility of Washington's posture.

2. An effort to provide a concrete plan to substitute other energyK
sources was late in developing and was not able to convince
European leaders of its relevance. Further, there was no visi-
ble attempt to deal with the other attraction of the deal, sales
of pipe and equipment.

3. There was no possibility of preventing the pipeline from being
built, because the Soviets had the technical and economic
capability to use domestically produced (although less effec-
tive) equipment to substitute for European and American
imports. At best, completion of the pipeline might have been
delayed by several years.

4. What ultimately assured the determination of the European
governments to proceed with their agreements az d the col-
lapse of the American opposition was the U.S. extension of
extraterritorial controls on shipment of compressors and asso-
ciated equipment in June 1982. The action brought a storm of

'Actual negotiationa on the del beween Moecow and the Buropeans began aout the
time of the invasion of Afghanistan. Completion of the neotiations with difierent coun-
tulee took place at different phmse of the Poliab crss The poet-Afghanstan perod ws
also one of increasing repreeeion of Soviet dleident.
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indignation in Europe, centered on the alleged violation of
sovereign rights but also reflecting the threat to the front-end
sales of pipe and equipment to the Soviets. This vehement
and widespread European rejection of the American position
forced an abandonment of the central effort some five months
later.

At this point, our interest is not in the intra-West conflict that
developed over the pipeline deal, points 2-4 above, but in the leverage-
denial features of the U.S. position. Leverage was not an issue before
martial law in Poland. In the bare year that the Carter administration
dealt with the question, it was preoccupied with other matters-
Afghanistan (to which the pipeline was not unrelated), American hos-
tages in Teheran, and the presidential election. But the focus of what-
ever U.S. opposition developed was the dependence on the USSR that
the gas deal allegedly would have imposed on Europe.2 As the contro-
versy waxed in the second half of 1981, more was heard of a Reagan
administration contention that the gas agreements would bring the
Soviets a bonanza of hard currency earnings in the mid and late 1980.,
just when oil exports were expected to fall off rapidly, that would make
possible equivalenit levels of acquisition of Western technology.3

Finally, after the Jaruzelaki coup of December 13, 1981, opposition to
the pipeline became part of an effort to punish the Poles and the .
Soviets and to secure a rollback in Poland to the status quo ante. Ilk

Thus, there were three different elements in the cumulative Ameri-
can position: first, negation of potential Soviet leverage; then, selective
denial as part of a strategy of generalized resource denial, but still only
to impede Soviet military development; and finally, selective denial for
negative leverage. Because the third component was not introduced
into the trans-Atlantic discussions until 1982, there was considerable
European skepticism about the link between the Polish crisis and the
gas equipment export controls: If the December 1981 sanctions were
triggered by the declaration of martial law, what development in
Poland required the extraterritorial extension of June 1982?' More-
over, the Europeans claimed, the controls penalized allies far more
than they did the adversary, for the pipeline would surely be built with
or without the imports of European compressors. Europeans suspected

2A ibeomln g Rand sud by John Van Oudema deak with the imu of Soviet
rewuee kerGap.

3A misted complat dat with the ters ofdthe scrme-ioAm to the Sao at
below mamt rts and emy nayment tenm and dublosm prie protction on the po

4'no U.S. Omwamsnt' Vepons ww that It was the abena of any action in Polamd
16 mmes the aum quo sate Deeh 13 that required flnthe U.S. soctioasc
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that the U.S. government's hard-currency-earnings argument was
paramount and in reality much broader in aim, that behind the
expressed goal of partial impedance of the Soviet military effort lay the
true objective of total impedance of Soviet economic stability and
growth ("economic warfare"). Finally, it was argued, the sanction was
useless in a political sense: Jaruzelski and Brezhnev had reestablished
Communist party control in Poland at great cost and risk; no economic
sanctions would be powerful enough to induce them to loosen their
hold on so important a prize to the Communist world.

Whatever the bedrock reasons for American opposition to the gas
pipeline deal in 1981-1982, the minor role of leverage was surely
encouraged by European policy. By the time the Reagan administra-
tion joined battle with its allies at Ottawa, there was little opportunity
to affect the terms of the deal. The Europeans had permitted Moscow
to maximize its own leverage by negotiating each element of the project
separately-financing, supply of pipe and equipment, aud sale of gas-
and with each country. It remains a mystery why the largest project in
the history of East-West economic relations was brought into being
without an attempt by the nations making up the second largest
economic power in the world to act in concert, even for the minimum
objective of improving the terms of the agreement, let alone for exert-
ing political leverage. The wasting of that opportunity must suggest
that leverage, as distinct from benefaction, is a dead issue in Europe.
By the same token, the scope for U.S. action is drastically constricted.
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VII. ALLIANCE COOPERATION: FACING
REALITIES

CRISIS AND CONSENSUS

Three times in the short space of two years, from December 1979 to
December 1981, the U.S. government requested the support of
members of the Western alliance for measures of economic sanction to
punish an act of aggression. Only in the case of the Iranian hostage
crisis was a potent sanction, the freezing of $12 billion of Iranian
financial assets, under effective U.S. control. But the grudging accep-
tance of extraterritorial controls applied to Iran foreshadowed
America's allies' vehement protests when extraterritoriality was applied
in the wake of the Polish crisis in June 1982. In the case of the
Afghan and Polish crises, conflicts of interest and view among the
allies resulted in actions that undermined the effectiveness of the sanc-
tions. Only Bonn among the Western capitals strongly supported
President Carter's symbolic gesture, the Olympic boycott. The non-
cooperation of Australia, Canada, and the European Community, not
to speak of Argentina, helped the Soviets circumvent the far more
important sanction, the grain embargo.' Trade ties with Moscow were
certainly not cut: In 1980, exports to the USSR from France and the
FRG increased 26 and 30 percent respectively; imports from the USSR
jumped by 57 and 43 percent (all at current prices).

After the declaration of martial law on December 13, 1981, President
Reagan announced a group of penalties against Poland and followed
that with a set of sanctions against the USSR. It took four weeks of
discussion in NATO to enable a joint condemnation of the Polish
repression (January 11, 1982). No sanctions were levied against the
USSR until the European Community adopted a watered down deci-
sion to cut back on trade flows in March. Between January 11 and the
arrival of a high level U.S. delegation in Bonn two months later to dis-
cuss the problem, half a billion dollars of state-backed loan guarantees
on West German exports to the USSR were approved; preliminary
approval was given to additional credits of $127 million. 2

'Burope ss retort that the United States continued to ell ain to etrm Eupe,
despt the obvious likelihood of direct or indirect benefits to the USSlR

'U. DeWption Visita Bonn to Pres for Sanction," New York Timm March 16.
1962.
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From the European perspective, Washington's Polish-crisis sanc-
tions were long on costs for the Europeans and short on expense for
the United States. Few European discussions failed to indict the
Reagan administration's rescission of the embargo on grain sales, the
mainstay of U.S. exports to the USSR, as the mark of the selfishness
and lack of seriousness of the American program.3 It was Europe that
depended on capital exports-the main target of the U.S. sanctions-to
balance its imports of oil and gas from the USSR. The climax came
with the June 1982 pipeline controls, viewed as a deep affront to
national sovereignty and an effort to cut off the front-end European
benefits, exports of pipe and equipment.

But the European-American controversy on East-West economics
involved a more fundamental disagreement on basic goals and strategy
of East-West relations. Had Washington volunteered to reinstitute the
grain embargo in mid-1982 to match the European sacrifice on pipeline
equipment, the offer would most likely have been rejected as an act of
"economic warfare," the bugbear attached to almost all objects of
denial except military equipment and technology. Europe's negotiation
of the pipeline deal avoided exerting any leverage on the Soviet Union.
Sanctions against Poland were adopted with reluctance and little confi-
dence in their utility; sharply limited sanctions against the USSR for
its part in the Polish crisis were quickly diluted.

These episodes raised questions in the minds of many on both sides
of the Atlantic about the viability of NATO. They certainly put in
question the future potential of Western sanctions against the Soviet
Union-indeed, whether the alliance could agree on any but a minimal-
ist East-West economic strategy. If so, the range for U.S. policy in this
area necessarily would be sharply constrained.

MAINSPRINGS OF DISSENSION

No effort to understand the roots of the Western alliance's sprawl-
ing disarray on East-West economic matters in 190-1982 can fail to
note the pronounced differences in East-West trade involvement
between Western Europe and the United States. Imports from the
Soviet Union by the Federal Republic alone were 25 times larger than
those of the United States in 1982. Despite the salience of American
grain sles, FRG exports to the USSR were 37 percent larger than the

'Alst 20 yars befoe, whe the Unite &at on with the Pedwea R!ubhe
atempted to hea off a compedl eret rae in Wor of Mocow th Briih painted
tod the homc etwe1smh i pemitting pain sales and redlsin to pat credits Stent,
PF'oe Imbugo to Oeq~oveih p. 14&.
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U.S. volume. German trade with Eastern Europe in similarly much
more important than that of the United States. Germans often note
that they trade more with Switzerland than with the USSR; but even
on a relative basis, East-West trade is far weightier for Bonn than for
Washington. Comparing trade with the East with total trade and
GNP, the German ratios are 4 and 11 times higher, respectively, than
the American ratios.4 A German analyst notes that "by virtue of its
size the export sector has considerable clout in the process of (German)
foreign economic policymaking. Its structural economic importance is
converted into political influence through a network of well-organized
and articulate business asaociations."b

But the inquiry into sources of the alliance discordance must look
beyond economics to trans-Atlantic differences in fundamental outlook
on est-West relations.6 It is not just that Europeans 7 tend to frown
on sanctions.' Many of them sense that they no longer share with the
United States a common conception of how to conduct relations with
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Detente is for most Europeans
not just the approach of a particular period but the only viable mode of

maaigthe vital problem of living on the same continent with the
Soit.It provided the only hope of being able "to project some vision

'VashWeomii trgoi v IM pp. 9-14; United Nations. Monthdy Bau&-dn of Statistims
37-7. July 196M Special Tablis D a&d 1. Tables 52 and 62. I

'Michael Kreil, *Oetpolitik Reconsidered," in Ekehart Kuipendorff and Volker
Riaherg I (ode.). 7m Freign Pbilcy of Woet Germany, Formation ard Contnt. Sae
P 'llF I'ne London and Beverly Hile, 1960, p. 134.

Orble discussion &-awe on a remarkabl extended interview conducted in December
IMK by Georg L Urban currently Director of Radio Free Europe. with Johan Hoist,
fomerily Deputy Foreign Minister in the Norwegian Social-Democratic government and
now Director of the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs: *Can We Negotiate
Reetemint with the Soviet Union?* Hoist is a well-known Atlanticiat and defender of the
alliance. A&s uich. his critique of the U.S. government viewpoint and his supcuet of
detente policy Illuminate the gulf that has developed betwee Washington and European
eltso, anay of which are conelderably kmn tolerant of American views than Hoist is.
Quateions below from Halt's role to Urban's questions awe referenced as liolet
Ineview" and the page of the original processed report. Fore more extended analymie of
this =eea mAdjac, M A. S. Dec1er. 'Rat-Wed Econmi Reletion&e Conflict A Con-
cood In Western Policy Choice, Chater 7 of Uwe Nerlich and James Thomson (ads.),
Th Fummr of Sea- Wee Raehc..: US end Weet German Aproaches to Soviet Pbwrr.

7Manifeetly, there are difiwences of view among Europeans. "n the collective Po-
lag does vIolenc to tha reality. Nevertheless, by contrast with U.S. government atti-
to"s the s srome validity to coneidering a learopean viewpoint.

O'Icomooesnc tions seldom work. and they work particularly badly as an instru-
meat in the band of liberal democraicIes. They are, in a way, contrary to the ereence of

ourcoal order end rn counier to the spirit and day-to-day conduct of mixed
ee Iolet interview. p.
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as to how the conflict might be transcended."' The Reagan
administration's East-West policy-in matters of security and arms
control as well as economic relations-was frequently perceived as
threatening thes cherished hopes.

Even the utopianism of some of the administration's rhetoric
frightened many Europeans. President Reagan vowed before the Brit-
ish Parliament in June 1982 to launch a political struggle against the
Soviet Union among the people of the bloc. His fervent conviction
that "the march of freedom and democracy" would "leave Marxism-
Leninism on the ash heap of history" contributed to the image of
American adventurism. Europeans who are fundamentally pessimistic
about the East-West struggle reacted to this intended message of hope
as a threat to irrevocably seal off the possibility of enlisting the
adversary's good will. The first principle in the sacred canon of
detente is that East-West relations combine relations of rivalry with
those of shared interests. Europeans seek to minimize the former and
cultivate the latter. The President's call for political struggle against
the communist order was widely regarded as both in dubious taste and
dangerously provocative?0

It is an irony of history that much of Europe, particularly Germany
and to some extent France, was wary of the thawing of U.S. cold war
policy under President Kennedy and in the early Johnson years. Pres-
sure by the Nixon administration was necessary to help get the Eastern
treaties, the foundation of Ostpolitik, pushed through the Bundestag.
Having settled into the nest of detente, with only occasional uneasiness
about the ultimate security of this perch, Europeans longed for stabil-
ity. Indeed, stability was transmuted into another sacred principle
("international security presmppoes an orderly, continuous and predict-
able foreign policy')," the more so because of the oscillation of U.S.
policy through the rapid succession of one-term presidencies in the
1970s. Germans lamented the Unberechenbar'seit (unpredictability,
unreliability) of American policy, but what they mourned was the devi-
ation frovm the shared perceptions of the seventies.

'Ibid., p. 17.
' Person I find this (dominantl striain (in Aensa thinkiusl distrbing because

it impose oan us a rather bsllerent view of the conlict and eartas tactics which are
inconsistnt with our oe' Identity n liberal democratic socetis." LA. p. 21. Urban
,spste, dly eod Holst bow the West could deal with Soviet agesion whem military
force we out o( the question ad economic manctiom were njcted a tumeh. Hoist's
his rely cited below in its entirety. is instructive (p. 47):

The fact that we do not want to cut off economic rslations ad do mt want to
Impose sanctions does no mesan there is nothing we am do. I son persef
convinced that we should work out an absolutely fireprof asemIm am the
term on which we ettend credits to the Soviet Union said atem Rmps.

1 .Ibid., pp. 30-31; emphabs in the orginal.
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WHAT 18 TO BE DONE?

The Western alliance is no longer dominated by a single power, a
transformation that is likely to be indefinitely durable. The alliance is
not yet a consortium of equal partners, nor are the partners now like-
minded on important elements of their association. As Holst put it:
"We are still groping for the appropriate procedures and machinery to
do justice to this new relationship." 2 But the controversy is not about
procedures and machinery-although, as suggested below, there are
useful measures that might be taken; it is about concept and principle,
about history and strategy, on which compromise is notoriously more
difficult to achieve.

At the close of 1983, the noisy conflict over East-West economic
policy died down, largely because it was replaced by the struggle in the
streets of Europe over alliance missile deployments. When the basic
identity of the Federal Republic appears to be at stake, East-West
economics takes a remote back seat. At the time the pipeline imbroglio
was smoothed over by an agreement to study the major economic
issues (November 1982), a process was set in motion that was hoped
would lead to preater intra-West cooperation. The watchword of this
operation was to secure agreement on policy without necessarily being
able to agree on assumptions and principles. What are the prospects
for limited agreement of this kind?13 Progress has been made and is
likely to continue on strengthening COCOM as an organization and on
the procedures for controlling the transfer to the East of the evidently
sensitive categories of technology. Perhaps in the next five years there
may be visible movement toward development of an alliance energy --

policy, reducing (or preventing an increase in) the dependence on
Soviet supplies. There is now greater sensitivity to the subsidy ele-
ment in East-West trade deals14 and the self-inflicted wounds of
Western credit competitions. But the dilemma of the benefits and
costs of selling dual-use technology is not resolvable by agreement in
principle. Nor are traditional European export inducements likely to
be abandoned easily.

The November 1982 agreement at least obliged the West for the
first time to examine the issues of East-West trade more or les
comprehensively and simultaneously. The most useflul contribution t'-

'TlbAd., p. 4.
'2por Wlsr dacwulon, tee the actimn on "Prmo"e" in ecser, wlaat-WeM

Uoonomik ReatIom: Conflit and Concord in Wesern Policy Cboicee"
140a the as of the aubdy, a forthcomIng Rand study by Daniel F. Kohl,
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alliance can make to dealing with its bedrock conflict on East-West
economics is in fact to institutionalize and make permanent this exam-
ination of the issues. It is regrettable that members of the alliance
seem reluctant to adapt the existing economic apparatus to this pur-
pose. Although additional forums for discussion would be necessary to
involve non-NATO states, the fundamental issue is the security dimen-
sion of East-West economic relations; by definition that belongs in a
NATO framework. However, if it is infeasible to place the major
responsibility on NATO for developing and managing Western discus-
sions on this subject, it would be useful nevertheless to keep the issues
under systematic review within the several forums-NATO, OECD,
lEA, COCOM-that have been responsible for the 1982-1983 studies.

These expectations make for limited prospects of Atlantic harmoni-
zation, but the limitation was inherent in the nature of the conflict. It
is possible to hammer out a compromise on the specifics of policy
without agreement on principle, but failing such an agreement the
compromise will inevitably be a lowest common denominator.
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VU. CONCLUSION

A German analyst ruefully judged that all the concepts of East-West
economic relations are "tired'; they all lack plausibility-' The examina-
tion of elements of the theory of denial and leverage in this report
pointed out important difficulties of both cardinal strategies:

T Selctive denild aimed at technology transfer--the persistent
dihmm of control posed kr the continuum of civil-military eti

m General denial the two mrie A staneand- The difficulty of tegoilhand onaratg o rate
trade

- The uncertainti s in the multiple links among efCtiv
iesout r ovstraint, military power, and external behavior

SLeverage-the inevitable arbitrarine s involved in deciding on
how much lverage and for what Objetives.

It wt as obsrved that although the Soviet economy is more depen-
dent on trade than generally believed, a ditaiction must be observed
between dependence and vulnerability. Takg into account the char-
ater of the USSn trade partnern ss on s-willingnes to istexternal eonomic pressures, Soviet vulnerability is appreciably smaller .

The ctw reiewed in ths udy ilostte many of th he &di f
but hiliht other critical wkneve of d nial-eitra in operationThe early 19008 saw the failure of attempts to employ economic instru-
mena for leea in the two major East-West crise, Afthamian and
Poland Control of supply was the ceamr proximate reason in the
ftme., but in both cre the more important failure wathe inability

to s3se on the demi.lrift of the goal and on a statey to resh theIpal. Behind this ahermit Ip there is the emotion-
intensive controversy mong members of the Western allme on thebodte boom of BRa-Met relations. The gulf between Washington and
tle eaphals of its allies ap large, despite the small Mopm that have
bun tllm to bring the conflict over trade Policy under sme contro.
os&W is a integra part of 0806d we have dis eovePan d not

!jo~t in Germany. In only two brie iterval of it shot hibtorY b"
the W e* =n allianc had a eonsensa on EatW et poIWY-at the
height of te col war and in the heyday of detete. With the end of
the 1170 W ahington becm e ovincd tht neither Pesetv w04
'2amlt WMM -hin tiM hwbummu o ti ON" on a In
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appropriate and searched for a new policy direction. Europe remains
unconvinced of the need for a major change, and the alliance has
experienced a tug of war for control of the policy rudder.

Under these conditions, the only possibility for effective denial over
the long term is to aim at selective impedance of the Soviet military
effort. Only on this objective can an alliance consensus be reached.
The tendency of the United States to oscillate between flashes of
anger, expressed in partial sanctions that are undercut or otherwise
abandoned, and efforts to restore relations of cooperation with the
USSR leaves little room in this country for the patient, obstinate pur-
suit of long term leverage. Successful leverage can probably be exerted
only with respect to second-order concerns about Soviet behavior, but
public support in the United States for the sacrifices involved in the
application of leverage is unlikely except for issues that Moscow finds
too sensitive for retreat. In Europe, leverage is generally approved only
in its dimension of benefaction, which seriously, perhaps fatally, erodes
its potential.

Between their conflicts over basic perspectives and the clash of par-
ticular national interests, the members of the alliance have appeared
paralyzed at critical junctures. Reflecting on the response to the Pol-
ish crisis, a respected German newspaper observed that the Western
democracies

know they cannot get up the courage for an appropriate response.

But they have no idea, and that is not at all to their dishonor, what
an appropriate response should be in such a case. They also knowV
they are too divided for sanctions, and besides have grounds to doubt
the effectiveness of sanctiong.

In the dualism of confrontation and cooperation, rivalry and shared
intersts that all members of the West recognize as a living imperative
of their relations with the East, Europe wishes to softpedal the former
and rebuild the latter. Given also the domestic structural handicaps of
U.S. policy formation, prudence and realism indicate that economic
policy in the 1980a can play only a marginal role in the Western stra-
tegy of East-West relations. Limitation of Western economic depen-
dance and vulnerability, reduction of the subsidization of the Soviet
economy, narrowing of the direct contribution to Soviet military
power-thes are feasible objectives of Western policy. More ambitious
hopes of using the West's vast economic power to alter Soviet behavior
som sadly incompatible with the realities of Western national and alli-
ance politic.

tFm*rW A/ .eim Ziom cited in the Now York Thm Spmnber ii, iN,
Sec. 4.
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